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GROUP OF WEEK-END FIRES

STUDENTS LEAVE IN SNOWSTORM MADE A SPLENDID SHOWING

Heavy Overdrafts
Costing $1300 a Day To
But No Sad Looks On Faces Of Seniors Bound Report Of County Treasurer and Commis Operate Rockland, Man The Worst One Gave Main Street a Bad Scare
ager Farnsworth Says
For Washington
City Manager Farnsworth last
sioners Finds Knox County On Right Side
Sunday Night
night painted a not too optimistic
Juniors and Seniors of Rockland
High School, left Rockland Sunday
afternoon, in a budding snowstorm,
on their biennial jaunt to the na
tion's capitol. Even as the fash
ionably attired travelers boarded
their train, snowflakes were swirl
ing about them and causing more
than one to shiver, let alone their
parents who were down to the sta
tion to see them oil.
Dainty dresses and gay Spring
coats, topped by a range of hats
which defy description by the low
ly male, gave the girts a colorful
but woefully chilly appearance in
the biting winds bringing the first
of the snowflakes which were later
to be followed by rain.
Confident that they would be in
warmer climes by morning, the
youngsters were not one bit dis
mayed and waved happily from the
cars as the train pulled out on the
trip which will occupy a week
The group was scheduled to leave
Boston at midnight Sunday with
arrival in New York in the early
morning and almost immediate de
parture for Baltimore and an aft
ernoon bus tour of the United
States Naval Academy at Washing
ton with the same busses taking
them to Washington later in the
day
Tuesday and Wednesday were to
be spent in visiting about Wash
ington. Thursday, they will leave
for New York and will spend the
remainder of the day and Friday
there, leaving for Rockland that

picture to the Citv Council on the
refunded on the Fuller Bridge In matter of overdrafts on the city
Narrow escapes from raging fires flames were driven by winds of
Warren,
budget to date and what might seemed to be the order of the day gale force and burned within three
Hearings and Plans have been come before the end of the fiscal over the week-end with no less feet of the Goff home before they
approved for reconstruction during year.
than four such incidents taking were stopped.
1948 of the following bridges:
place in the county within the twoThe Union department was aided
Placing
the
blame
on
ever
in

North Haven, estimated cost $23,day period.
by volunteers who were issued In
creasing costs of materials which
000; County’s share, $6900.
Last, but first in size of the pos dian pumps and similar equipment
OwLs Head, estimated cost. $11,- the city uses, the heavily increased sible damage, was tlie storage to battle the flames. Firemen laid
j00; County’s share, $3450.
welfare load and the extreme warehouse of the Charles E. Bick 4000 feet of hose to bring water
Rockjxjrt. Simonton's Corner, weather conditions of the Winter nell. 2d. hardware concern on Main from Payson Brook while crews
$7300; County’s share, $2190
just past, he said that it was not street. Discovered by a person pass from the Camden department, with
Total, $12,540, against which we just possible to foresee ail -such ing the spot, who turned in the two pumpers, laid line from the
have set up and approved by Leg emergencies when the budget was alarm about 10.30 Sunday night, Mill pond in East Union to the
islature $10,000, which means, if made up one year ago.
the two-story wooden structure was home of Andrew Anderson which
these bridges are constructed dur
The Department of Public Works ablaze from end to end.
was also in the path of the flames
ing 1948 and the costs are as esti is heavily overdrawn on its budget
Located within 15 feet at the | but which was kept out of danger
mated by the State engineers we as far as sanding and plowing of rear of Nelson Brothers garage, the by the efforts of the firefighters.
will have an overdraft of $2,540.
• • • •
streets and sidewalks are con blazing structure could have ig
The 20th Century Fox Film Cor cerned with the planned expendi nited the garage and the Bicknell
A brooder house on the farm of
poration. while here making the ture of $5,600 for the Winter being block next South which could have Ernest Benner on Benner Hill
picture "Deep Water ’ paid to the skyrocketed to $10,000 by the un led to a wholesale sweep of the ! caused a stir cn the mountain SunCounty the sum of $750 for use of usual weather.
east side of Main street for some , day afternoon at the tar paper
the Court House. This sum was a
The Welfare Department is car distance, had the wind been from ! and frame structure blazed up
great help in overcoming some of rying a terrifically heavy load at the North as ls usually the case in from what might have been a
the extra expenses incurred during this time with a total of 180. which a storm such as was in progress brooder heating stove explosion.
the past year. We also feel this was as high as 196 at times during at the time.
Empty at the time, the house was
Film Coriroration making use of March. Such a picture could be
The heavy rain aided firemen in scheduled to have received 200
our Court House did the county an exjiected under much worse finan knocking down the flames in the I baby chicks on Monday.
immense amount of good in the ad cial conditions, he said, than at the building which contained builders1
The blaze was discovered by Mrs.
vertising which it received
present Many persons have no supplies belonging to Bicknell Leroy Benner, who lives close by,
Your commissioners have tried to reserve on which to live, even for Hardware and valued in the neigh who called the Fire Department.
keep the tax rate as low as pos j the shortest period of unemploy borhood of $2000. The value of tlie ! The lightly constructed 18 by 20
sible which of course is reflected in ment, lie pointed out, with the re- building has not been estimated It loot building was largely consumed
tlie amount each city and town has | suit that immediately upon becom Ls understood that both the build i by the flames by the time the deto pay. This coming year your rate ing unemployed they call upon the ing and contents are covered by in j partment arrived. Loss is estimated
surance.
will be the same as the past 10 I city for aid.
i at about $500. Firemen kept the
• • • •
years or so. namely .0024. Any in
flames from adjacent buildings,
There are, he said, also those in
East Union got a severe scare one of which housed new turkeys,
crease in the amount cf taxes paid ' very considerable number who seem
the county by towns will be due to ; to feel that they have a right to when a brush fire, out of control, and prevented the flames from
increases in valuation of that town be supported, in even luxury, at the threatened the home of Alpheus O. spreading to the house and a pi!?
Goff, and required the efforts of of lumber close by.
and not the county rate.
public expense and . this class
• a • a
The fact that your county treas causes the welfare department a both the Union and Camden de
Thomaston firemen stopped a
urer shows an increase in net sur great deal of investigation work as partments, plus an estimated 100
volunteers
to
knock
it
down.
smartly burning grass fire near the
plus is due to the close co-opera well as the recipient of a great
Sweeping across a six acre blue home of Alice George before lt
tion of your county officials with deal of uncalled for abuse.
berry
field
from
a
swamp
area
could
reach the structure Sunday
your County Commissioners. To all
He predicted an overdraft in the
we extend ur thanks and apprecia general welfare account of $2000 about 10.30 a. m., Saturday, the morning.
tion.
and a like amount in the division
Alfred C. Hocking,
which handles aid to dependent
I
George E. Boynton,
children. The old age assistance
Clarence Leonard,
program will cost about double
County CommLssioners. that of the previous year due to
The report of the County Treas tlie fact that the State pension is
urer was prepared and submitted | insuffi cient to allow the people to
by A. Everett Litotov who was ap survive and must be supplemented A Visit To Com’r Reed’s Office In Augusta and
pointed to that office upon the | by city funds.
death of Earle C. Dow. The jail
A total of $396,320 of the tax
Disposal Of Some Recent Charges
report submitted by Sheriff C. Earle commitment has been collected to
Ludwick. A page of tlie report is j date which amounts to 97 percen t
devoted to a memorial of the late of the total collectible amount of
Mr. Dow.
$408,510. The citv is costing $1300
The Department of Sea and j progressive, honest and impartial
daily to operate at this time, he Shore Fisheries has a big job to do
The Steinway fund ball and en said,
with Rockland having the and the impression gained by a manner, he is bound to step on toes
tertainment usually held during heaviest
relief load of any city of Courier-Gazette reporter who re- ; and reap criticism,” said the Com
national music week will take
missioner as he brushed aside an
piace May 12 this year at the its size in the State.
:mpcsing pile of letters and docu
Community Building. The reason
ments from the morning mail.
for this, according to Miss Ruth
Workers Are Back
Reed showed the writer numerous
Sanborn Ls the advent of the
samples of correspondence that
P.T.A ball during this nationally
ranged from masterpieces of abuse
celebrated week, the first week in And the Meehan Quarry At
to the highest praise. There were
May. Ths year’s entertainment
Clark Island Is Again
detailed reports frcm men in the
will include excerpts from Tchai
field .inquiries about Maine sea
Running
kovsky’s "Nutcracker Suite ' by the
foods and fisheries laws, requests
High School girls’ glee club. Miss
for employment and appointments,
St. George granite workers have
Sanborn’s efforts in the past in
financial reports and any number
this line speaks well for the proba reached an agreement with the
of propositions sent in by people
bility of an excellent bit of work John Meehan Company of Clark
j who had all the answers for salva
in support of this fund. Further Island for a 5 cent per hour in
tion of the industry.
announcements concerning this ball crease in wages, according to
Most cf the mail that reaches
Supt. Alfred C. Hocking.
will be made in this paper.
Reed’s desk requires a decision of
Negotiations have been going on
some kind while the routine matters
since April 1 between officials of
are handled by the office staff.
the United Stone and Allied
SPRUCE HEAD
This includes the issuing of about
Products Workers of America and
Guaranteed Work
18,000 licenses a year and literally
Meehan officials. Tlie agreement
DANCES
thousands of requests for informa
put cr»ws to work in the quarries
•PAINTING
WILL OPEN
tion, pamphlets, lists and educa
Monday.
tional matter cf all type.
were asking for a $2
• PAPER HANGING
SATURDAY. APRIL 10 perThedayunions
Chief warden Daniel Malloy who
increase in pay, which
SPRUCE HEAD
heads the law enforcement work
would have totaled from 20 to 25
•CEILINGS WHITENED
COMMUNITY HALL
occupies a small office while mar
cents per hour increase.
Expert Workmanship
REGULAR SUMMER OKt If.
keting chief Robert Dow and shell
The resulting agreement of the
Featuring
fish specialist Dana Wallace handle
negotiations will raise the quarry
Reasonable Prices
OLIVER NEIMI AND HIS
workers hourly wage to a range Richard E. Reed, Crmmissioner of the details of their jobs in a room
situated in another part cf the
ACCORDION
from 90 cents to $105 per hour,
Sea and Shore Fisheries
Frank Buzynski
building. Five full-time and one
depending on the type of work en
Benefit
gaged in. Tlie new agreement Ls I cently visited the Augusta offices of temporary girl take care of the
Spruce Head Baseball Club
TEL. 178-4. THOMASTON
scheduled to run for a two-year that agency, is that Commissioner clerical work, bookkeeping, etc., in
27*33
24-tf
period; terminating Jan. 11, 1950. I Dick Reed and his staff are endeav the main office.
Pictures of the industry, a few
Since tlie slump several years ago oring to give an alert and progres
in use of paving block in larger sive administration.
mounted specimens, maps and
cities, the plant has been turned i The writer found Commissioner charts adorn the walls of the offiKnox Community Concert Association
to the cutting of stone for fire Reed hard at work in the depart ces to help give a compact and
places and numerous other uses, ment’s busy and unpretentious ‘ businesslike appearance.
Announces Its Fourth
both decorative and industrial, I offices in the Vickery-Hill building.
A brief survey of the overall work
through the ingenuity of Supt I A long chat with him dLspelled any of the department showed that
MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
Hocking.
illusions that the life cf a depart ; Commissioner Reed and his assist
ment head is an easy one, especial ants have the great responsibility
TWO WEEKS ONLY—APRIL 12 to 24_ _ _
Crushed rock for driveways, Clar ly when the operation is going of promoting and protecting an in
ence R. Dorman. Phone 656-W. through a period of long-needed dustry that brings from $50,000,000
For the Fourth Concert Season 1948-1949
City.
29tf re-organization.
to $60,000,000 a year in brand new
Adult Memberships, $6,011, tax included
“If one is trying to work for the money into the State.
’ This is created wealth and some
general good of the industry in a
Student Memberships, $3.00, tax included
thing we can always depend upon
TOMORROW
if we maintain sensible conservation
HEADQUARTERS. THORNDIKE HOTEL
laws and are courageous enough to
Friendship
Turkeys
APRIL 19 to APRIL 24
enforce them,’’ said Reed, as he told
instances whereby natural re
A few large Friendship Turkeys of
sources had been completely de
left. We will sacrifice them at—
stroyed through the activities of
greedy operators and corrupt offi
55c Per Pound
cials.
9.00 O'CLOCK
Call
Regardless of who deserves the
(Continued on Page Six)
WEDNESDAY
ALBERT JAMESON
THOMASTON,
ME.
TEL.
165-11
1.0.0. F. Hall, Tenant’s Harbor
28-T-30
Big Morning Show

night and arriving home Saturday ’ The fennual report of thfe County
morning.
I Treasurer. County Commissioners
and Sheriff may never find its
Eyes On Washington I way into the coveted list known as
I best sellers, but furnishes interestWaterville’s City Treasurer 1 ing reading for Knox County vot| ers, who will not fail to voice their
Is An Aspirant For
' approval of tne excellent financial
Representative
I showing which has been made.
I The statement is conveniently
summarized in the following re
port made by the County Commis
sioners:
• • • •
During the past year 1947. we
paid out approximately $4000 more
than our estimates set up and ap
proved by the last Legislature,
which was due to extra long Court
Sessions and other items beyond
the Commissiioners control, how
ever, we closed our books with a
gain in reserve over last year of
$227.21. Our net surplus over all
known liabilities Ls $9,30315.
,In the Resources and Liability
statement there is a cash balance
of $23.767 68 plus $8000 reserved
for Court House alterations and
due from the State, refund on
Fuller bridge, the sum of $53547
making a total of $32,303.15. The
liabilities are as follows: 1933
Bridge Bond Issue $11000 (one
thousand being paid on this ac
count during 1947) the 1939 Bridge
Seeking to become the first Bond Issue of $4090 (two thousand
Representative to Congress in his having been paid on this account
tory from Waterville ls James E. the past year) and the Court
Glover,
attorney, ex-Municipal House reserve for alterations of
Court Recorder and present tieas- $8000. Certain Bridge Bonds be
urer and tax collector of Water- come due each year and as fast
as they are due are paid ’in a
, ville.
Glover is campaigning on a few more years all Bonds will have
platform advocating reform of the been liquidated.
Bridges: The sum of $10 000 was
Federal and State system of taxa
tion as well as de-centralization oi set up and approved bv Legislature
AT
for bridge work in Knox County
Federal powers.
i Some of hLs personal observations for the years 1947 and' 1948. This
BURKETTVILLE
as Waterville city treasurer have sum has proved inadequate due to
been included in the Glover cam increased eost of labor and ma
GRANGE HALL
paign. as he maintains that people terials, so that in 1947 the County’s
are finding it more difficult to shar° of bridge construction was
EVERY
■ meet their various tax obligations, $12,651 or $2,651 more than esti
as established by the Municipal, mated. This $2,651 is a large part
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
' State and Federal governments. He of the $4000 mentioned above.
also warns, in his talks, against However, there was refunded to the
Admission 35c and 50c, tax incl.
28*30 | certain forms of bureancracy. County by the State $45 51 from
claiming that generally people dc the Medomak Bridge in Washing
I not clamor for some government ton and $78.77 from the Farrar
I services paid for with tax funds, Bridee job also in the town of
and urges opposition to an alleged Washington. We wall get $535.47
advance of Socialism as hampers
England today.
Maritime Service as a medical offi
Glcver. who never before has cer. He served in the Atlantic and
sought elective office was born in Mediterranean war theatres
Montreal but has resided in Maine
Returning to Waterville after the
MASONIC TEMPLE
all but a few weeks of his life.
war he was appointed city treas
He
graduated
from
Waterville
urer.
ROCKLAND
High School in 1933 and frem Col
Prominent in Young Republican
by
College
in
1937
and
received
his
Clubs, Glover was elected president
SATURDAY, APRIL 17
degree from Boston University Law of the Waterville Lincoln Club.
9.30 A. M.
School in 1940 He was admitted
He is a member of the Masonic
to the Maine Bar in 1941.
Order. Sons of American Revolu
(Sponsored by South Thomaston
Before the Second World War tion. local lodge of Elks, Winslow
Star Masonic Club)
Glover was recorder in the Water Grange, Maine Bar Association
-30-31 ville Municipal Court and relin Waterville Lawyers Club and is
quished that post to enter the president of the Colby College
Alumni Association

DANCE

RUMMAGE SALE

CHILDREN’S COATS
*4?
ft

V

I

./

NEW COATS FOR SMALL BOYS
Sizes 1 to 5 years

CAPS TO MATCH
GIRLS’ COATS, 3 to 10 years
TODDLERS’, 1 to 3 years
We also have a few of the

MARK-DO^N coats left
Sizes 1 to 4 years—slightly soiled, for

$5.00

CROCKETTS BABYROCKLAND,
SHOPME.
9 LIMEROCK STREET,

WE HEAR THE OTHER SIDE

Look Kiddies!

MINSTREL SHOW

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, APRIL 15-16
Sponsored by
St. George Community Club and St. George High School
Benefit Senior Class
ADMISSION—Adults 50c; Children 35c, tax incl.
30 It
TICKETS ON SALE AT DOOR

Faster Cooking -

FOUR CARTOONS FOUR

instant Hot Water

Big Feature Picture

An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar life Insurance
company is interested In discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the City of Rockland.
It you are between the ages of 25 and 40 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and if you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough coarse in training, adequate assistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the person
selected.
Write full particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. J. KELLEY, Dis
trict Supervisor,, 150 NOBWAY ROAD, BANGOR, MAINE. 12-tf

fa

BOTTLED GAS
Complete Gas Service andl

‘PENROD and SAM’
Specialists In Straightening

POSITION WITH A FUTURE

%nw.k

Laurel and Hardy
•CHICKENS COME HOME’

modern Appliances for—|

with the

AUTOMOBILE FRAMES AND AXLES

Children .............. ..................20c

Front End Alignment, Wheels Balanced, Wheels
Straightened, Brakes Relined and
Brake Drums Machined
BEE LINE SERVICE, INC.
20 PARK PLACE, ROCKLAND, ME., PHONE 455
26-T-32

COOKING

MACCH TWINS

Adults ....... .............................. 36c

SOCONY-VACUUM’S NEW
BOTTLED GAS

3. <Tj|

1

HE

ROCKLAND, ME.

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service

82-T-tf

By The Roving Reporter

A Portland woman Ls seeking di
vorce because she was compelled to
live mostly on lobster. How she has
stood such extreme cruety for three
solid years beats me.

The Lewiston Journal is daily
publishing the portrait of a member
of the police force, accompanied by
a thumbnail sketch Thus far the
sketches have largely related to
veteran members of the force, evi
dently well along in years. The
State Chat editor should slide over
to Rockland and have a look at the
good-looking and peppy youngsters
who now compose tlie local force.
Come over, anyhow.
A Rockland attorney tells the
story at his own expense. How he
came out of his office and found
a tag on his motor car for viola
tion of traffic rules; how he went
back to his office on a forgotten
errand; and how when he returned
to the street there was Tag No. Z
ornamenting his car. Three bucks.

An interesting caller at The
Black Cat’s sanctum yesterday was
Capt. John Brown of Thomaston—
a man who would pass for 70 in
any company, but who bwns up to
having seen Summers and Winters.
Dissatisfied with idleness Capt.
Brown is engaged in the prelimi
nary stages of writing his autobio
graphy. Narrating ail of the de
tails of his highly exciting seafar
ing experiences would readily fill a
good sized book.
“I do it myslef. but for the life
of me I cannot tell why.” a Rock
land woman told me the other
day Had reference to crossing
street crossings on the wrong side.

Up in Boston they read The Cou
rier-Gazette’s advertLsements. Note
what Neal O'Hara says in the Bos
ton Traveler:
"Maybe she’s changing her religi
ous denomination, but here’s the
the adv reads in the Rockland
iMe.) Courier-Gazette: Good sec
ond-hand set of Church Pews
wanted. Mrs. L----- O-----It's strictly up to Mrs. L— G—,
We know better than to question
the wants of a woman.

Earl Cook has been transferred
from the First National Super Mar
ket to the company store in Rankin
block.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Love drixes the dragon of greed away.
And words of kindness has to say;
Love's heart ls fllled with a tenderness
That sheds its tears o’er man's distress.
Love ls an anchor that holds so tight
One who ls cruising for the right:
Love is the light showing plain the
way
For man to go when skies are grey.
-Harry Troupe Brewer.

MASONIC
ASSEMBLY
Rockland Masonic Temple
THURSDAY, APRIL 15
8.30 P. M.
All Masons and Friends Are
Cordially Invited
Ali who are not solicited, please
bring sandwiches

UPHOLSTERING
Quality Economy Serrim
The Best in Upholstering
Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks’ Serrim
Make Your Furniture Uks NSW
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

ROOM HEATING

Albert E. MacPhail

J

1

If I had my life to live again
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen tn some mualc at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastess ls a loss of happiness.—Charies
Darwin
LOVE BRIGHTENS THE WAY
Love Is the star that brightens the way
For man to follow, day by day:
Love leads them over the stony road
And lighter makes his heavy load.
Love ls the perfume that scente the
soul
And guides man to a noble goal
Love is a flower that cheers the way
And helps a man life’s toll to pay.
Love burns so deep in the heart a pain
When right ls thwarted for a gain;
Inve gladly suffers and will endure
To urge the world grow much more
pure.

TEL. 1551-W, ROCKLAND, M
BUDGET TERMS
U

REFRIGERATION

COMPTON’S

THE BLACK CAT

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.

WATER HEATING

Children's Tickets Now On Sale.
Buy Them Early!

TUESDAY
ISSUE

445 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738-W

393 MAIN ST.
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The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

Book Review
K. S. P.

“The Je&us of the Parables.’' Au
thor. Charles W F. Smith. West
minster Press. Philadelphia.
This book ls helpful to teachers,
ministers, all Christians and those
who wish to lead a better life and
find the true meaning of the word.
Dr. Smith has a fine way of tellng his readers significant facts
which reach the heart of his readers
with grerat force.
These books so timey for Christ
mas were delayed in the printing,
and did not get into the Christmas
market, where they shoud have

been. It is good to have the chil- ,
dren understand the way the Savior
intended children to translate the
beauty and directness of his words.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.
“The King Nobody Wanted.” Au
thor Norman F. Langford. The
Westminster Press. Philadelphia.
This book was written for those of
school age, and has accomplished
much to the children to make them
realize the importance of Christ
in their lives and the greatness of
his help
The finest of the story is told in
words of simple fashion and Ute
King James version is used for
Biblical reference.
Many times this very idea has
been attempted with not such fine
results as this author has accom
plished.
He succeeds with great spirit of
Christ in his words and follows the
given word of Jesus Christ.
A fine book for any one to read
and study and well written.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

Camden Bowling Star Bids Fair To Retain the

State Championship

LEGAL NOTICE

Any persons owing money to. or
having claims against the late
Francis A. Haraden, Thomaston,
will contact CAPT. P. M. MeHUGH.
DOW AIR FORCE BASE, BANGOR,
immediately.
30*31

Communications which have appeared in this newspaper
at occasional intervals the past year or two, severely cruiz
ing the Sea and Shore Fisheries Department, and the Rock
land man who heads it, have aroused so much indignation
in many quarters that Tne Courier-Gazette sent a representa
tive to Augusta last week to see what might be offered1 in
rebuttal. Commissioner Reed was found to be averse to
entering into a controversy, but was manifestly bitter over
charges which he deemed not only unfair but bordering upon
libel and he finally gave the interview which appears on the
fust ipage of this edition, and which will be carefully perused
by all friends of the department—and' fair play.
Both sides have now had their say, and the matter is con
cluded so far as tins newspaper is concerned. Publication of
further letters would seem entirely unnecessary, and could
but serve to injure tile welfare of one of Maine's most im
portant departments, as appears to have been the case when
unanswered charges were published, spreading discord among
the army of men who earn their living from the sea. And
that's the story, gentlemen, The Courier-Gazette refuses to
further play the role of cat-spaw.

POLITICAL SCHEMES

PHIL GROVER JINS AGAIN
Phil Grover of Camden, holds
a 38-pin chance of retaining his
State bowling championship after
winning by that margin over For
rest Washburn of Bangor in the
first 10 strings of a State title
match at the Bangor Bowling
Academy Saturday niafrt.
Grover will make the final de
fense of his crown at Camden
April 20 and stands a good chance
of keeping the cupGoing over the century mark six
times he rolled a total of 1022 while
his opponent, who reached 100 or
better five times but bogged down
badly in the fifth and final strings,
garnered a total of 984 pins.
Grover had his ups and downs
but managed to record 19 spares to
pick up 118 extra pins, averaging
six to a spare, and getting at least
one in every string. Washburn
rolled on the Camden alleys before,
carded- 14 spares and one strike,
the only one of the match, pick
ing up OO pins on them.
Grover started off the session
With an even 100 to Washburn's 95.
taking a five-pin lead but the Ban
gor bowler came back with 103 to
98 to even the count The chal
lenger moved into the lead by five
points in the third string with 108
tto 103, but dropped to 92 in the
fourth while the champ garnered
111, leaving him trailing by 14 pins.
Tlie fifth canto produced one of
Washburn's worst let-downs as he
went without a spare and managed
to grab only one ten-box for a mere
87 while Grover opened up to add

ENDING A CONTROVERSY

113 to the total, his highest for the
evening, gaining a 40-pin margin
He added 95 to his total in the
sixth while Washburn collected 92.
but the challenger came back in
the seventh for 105 to his foe s 95
chopping off 10 pins from the lead.
In the eighth Washburn hit
high score for the night with 114
while Grover carder his third con
secutive 96 to taril by only 11 pins
and shove him back in the run
ning He had three spares and a
strike in the string but gathered
only two pins on one and three on
another Grover boosted his lead to
19 in the ninth stanza with 110
while Washburn chalked up 102.
but the Bangorian slumped in the
10th to hit only 86 with a lone 10box as his best frame while Gro
ver added 102 A large gathering
of rooters for the champion were
on hand for the match
Grover:100, 98. 103. Ill, 113. 95
95 . 95. 110, 102—1022.
Washburn: 95. 103. 108, 92. 87. 92,
105. 114. 102, 86 -984.

Subscriber te The Courier-Gazette

HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE
Effective now—I am operating
the household service business
and good will, formerly conducted
by Dorothy Feeney.
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Waxed and Polished Electrically.
Interiors of Homes, Public Build
ings, Hotels, Stores, etc., Cleaned
and Painted.

LOUIS BOSSE
TEL. 1423. ROCKLAND

29-tf

Because she is a woman of unusual ability and indispu
tably able to take care of herself has not prevented some un
scrupulous politicians from seeking to take advantage of her
in her contest foi the United States Senatorial contest. Under
the caption "A Rotten Plan” the Skowhegan Independent Re
porter says:
Skowhegan people are pretty allergic to anything which
interferes with Margaret Chase Smith's campaign for the
Republican nomination for the United States Senate. The
report has reached us that a scheme which demonstrated
rotten polities has been lately tried out but fortunately without
success at Waterville. It is said that forces opposed to Mrs.
Smith in that city—and it might have happened anywherehad attempted to gather up her nomination papers, not to
mail them but to destroy them. As tlie story goes, one Water
ville man had been approached Io turn over the Smith papers
to a jjerson he knew to be working for another candidate. Mrs.
Smith s supporter was told that the papers would be forwarded
to the candidate herself. Investigation is said to have dis
closed: that, a move was underway to prevent Mrs. Smith
from receiving any sizeable number of signed paoers in Water
ville. It is foitiunate that honest people prevented the scheme
from working.

THE NEBRASKA “RASSLE”
Gov. Dewey and Harold Stassen were separately jouncing
over Nebraska by bus, throwing in their last-week arguments
before Tuesday's presidential preference primary. Senator
Taft—"the champ,’' as his State manager describes him—
wound up his tour the night before. These are the active
campaigners who have personally rolled up their sleeves and
gone out to take their chances in Nebraska. We don't know
who fears whom the most, but it does seem that Mr. Stassen's
new stack of Wisconsin blue chips talk potently. Until this
week the former Minnesota Governor was only an outsider,
and we suspect that a good many Nebraska voters must have
felt that the real choice was between Dewey and' Taft. In
short, that a vote for Stassen was a vote thrown away. If so,
then Wisconsin is swinging strength to Stassen And the
catchv question is: Who suffers most—'Dewey or Taft?
The Nebraska primary is designed to accommodate all
the Presidential prospects. Petitions require only 400 sign
ers Candidates are entered with or without permission. In
operation this year for the first time, the idea Is to find out
how the State feels about all the leading White House possi
bilities. It is designed to be a complete pre-eonvention ex
pression of public opinion. (Henry Wallace, unfortunately,
Is not running. Nebraska made no provision for third parties.)
Unpledged convention delegates are voted on separately; the
assumption is that Nebraska's 15 will guide themselves by
the preference vote.
Voters like to hop on a bandwagon, and Taft is reported
to feel that Stassen is his real danger in Nebraska. The
reason is plain If Stassen hurts Taft, the damage rolls up
cumulatively, for on May 4 we shall certainly have another
Of these stem-winding primaries. On that day Stassen meets
"the champ'’ on the Ohio home grounds in the greatest slug»ing match of all. and a further magnified Stassen wouldn’t
help.—Herald Tribune.

T THROW
AWAY YOUR

OLD MATTRESS
Let us make it over now at

One-Half the Cost
of a new mattress. AH types of Mattresses

made over, cottons, felts, hairs, innersprings, etc.
WITH THE DURABLE
rfwittite TOP

For further information, call Rockland

• Beautifully styled in gleaming chrome and lustrous, stain-re
sistant Arvinite, in smart color combinations, this handsome
Arvin Dinette Set is charming, practical and ultramodern
for kitchens and breakfast rooms. Table is 30" wide and
45* long — with 12* extension leaf that tucks away
nnderneath—seats four or six. Large "domed” plastic
feet are easy on linoleum. Tubular steel legs are
heavily chrome-plated and curved for extra kneeroom. Four comfortable "springy” body-bal
anced chairs with sparkling chrome-plated,
tubular frames.
Table and four chairs only

$ 59.00

It Will Pay You To Look Over Our Line of Admiral Refrig
erators, Radios and Electric Stoves
Always

Open, Sundays Included. Time Payments For Tho3e

Penobscot View Grange of Glen
Cove meets Thursday night at 7.30.
• • • •
Knox Pomona Grange is offering
a cash prize of $15 to the subordi
nate Grange in the jurisdiction of
Knox Pomona, which obtains the
largest number of fifth degree can
didates, according to a membership
basis, starting with the January
1948 meeting, up to Sept. 7. accord
ing to an announcement made by
the Knox Pomona lecturer. Mrs.
Ruth Wiley.
•• • •
Mrs. Wiley also announces the
date of the Knox Pomona Gay
Nineties Revue to be presented at
Town Hall. Union as May 10 with
music by Earl Maxey cf Thomas
ton, and his orchestra.
One of the State projects Is to
compile the histories of Pomona,
subordinate and juvenile Granges
this to be written by the lecturer
or some one chosen by her. and
submitted to the Pomona lecturer
These histories must be in for the
New England Conference in Au
gust. and must be typewritten. Pa
per will be furnished by Pomona
lecturer, in order to have a uniform
size. Amount of material is limit
ed to six pages typewritten on one
size Pictures may be used if they
are of some outstanding event about
which the history is written.
•• ••
Mrs. Horace Hildreth will be
speaker Tuesday at the Neighbor's
Night observance to he held at
Pioneer Grange. East Union. These
Granges are invited: Megunticook
of Camden. Penobscot View of
Glen Cove, Owls (Head. Hope, and
Seven Tree of Union.
Supper
committee in the host Grange is
Mr .and Mrs. Philip Bonn (Mr and
Mrs. Allen Leach, and Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Young.
•• • •
Seven Tree Grange of Union will
meet
Wednesday
night. The
Grange Circle wil! meet with Mrs
Bessie Carroll. Thursday to work
on a quilt. Those attending are to
furnish sweets or a salad
• • • •
Grange Deputy David Carroll
went to Martinsville Monday night
to install the I officers of that
Grange.

Uncle Mac and his show will en
tertain Wednesday at Acorn Grange
hall. Cushing.—adv.
In common with a great ma
jority of daly and weekly news
papers. The Courier-Gazette op
erates on a piy in advance basis.
Please re-subs.ribe at once when
your notice arrives and avoid miss
ing copies.
t 19-tf.

But Star Alley League Went Down To Final
Week Before It Was Settled

(By Star Alley Reporter)
jofhed Snows in their first few days.
The last week of the Star Alley
For three weeks the lobster lads
League has been rolled and here is held on in fust place, only to be
what we find hfter 18 weeks of ex removed from the top by Gulf Oil
citement, goca, clean sport and a and Mr L Drinkwater.
The oilers held first position for
lot of fun
seven weeks and looked like a cinch
Monday the M.C.R.R. closed with to walk away from the others.
a rush and won four from Swifts.
During the tenth week something
D. Curtis, -high, with 296 and 113. happened to the big man DrinkThis victory keeps the railroad water and the Gulf started to fade.
gang in sixth place for the final, the lobster boys taking over again
standmg and Swifts winds up in|and holding
to%he wir*
ninth position.
I At one tlme the champs fell lnto
Tuesday night the I.O.O.F. took third place, the lowest they ever
four from the last place Lime boys have been all season, Rockland
and managed to keep their chances Wholesale holding second spot
The Sea Scouts
alive of holding one In the seventh
Snows started to come the minute
place spot. I.O.OF. and Perry’s Gatcombe joined them and he has
Program leader Charles Foote
game not to be rolled off with no I held the outfit up ln there wlth hls will have charge of planning Wedpoints counted
that
, hi h totals. It was week number
... , n »■*forA..
, , postponed
---- ...13, nesday’s meeting, having as his
^0 me
a n le I
•Jr/Il r, W.z4 , ...... .-™~.
High man, Makinen
279 and that qui{ was passed by the ship- i theme. “The Buoyage System of
. .. ... .
_ yarders and they hung on until the the U. S." Jnstruction will also in
Wednesday found the Water Co. final bell ln he se(,ond
t
elude a review of the "Rules of the
and Rockland Wholesale going to: In the fifteenth week Water Rnad." Seniors will be excused be
town and thp liquid lads won four J Company went into third place and cause of their Washington trip.
• • • •
This gives Water Co. third place , Gulf fell another notch back to
and the grocery boys fifth position. 1 fourth where they stayed.
Skipper Hammond has adult
Doak high 292 and the single.) Rockland Wholesale was up and tickets for the Lions' play "Years
Lawry
down but
but managed
managed to
to Jiang
Jiang in
in fifth
fifth Ago," available at his office at the
nnL’’ 111.
J
j v,
' down
Thursday, the Spruce Head boys ;
t which they entered In the Red Cross rooms.
• a • •
settled things for all time when twelfth
H
week. J
Fitting out of the motor lifeboat
they took four from the fading | The M.C.R.R which was going no
commenced Monday with a clean
Gulf Oil.
place (ast at the start of the sea- scrubdown in preparation for a new
In (winning the first string the,
added two new faces to their
headers won the title and the rest
whi
and Rufus and paint job.
• • • •
of the evening was just another,
t the Water CornMrs. Leroy Chatto is planning a
group of bowlers having a good pany Qut of actio„ on the
night delicious menu for the Victory
tlr?e\i.S
a"d, V0.' : Seventh position was not decided Banquet to honor the winning
In this final battle the Gulf tried unt„ the
last
pf the SPa. basketball team Thursday. April 22.
haid, but those Drinkwater boys, son when Perry’s last 4 to Snow's,
** • • • •
bringing their own Alley with which left them tied up with the
Preparations for the Red Jacket
them, could not be stopped.
' Bridge of Honor are underway. It
O F.
It took this very last game of I OSome
recorels during the season ! is hoped that there will bp a great
Spruce Head to win the champion were as follows:
i deal of advancement for this is the
ship. which shews how close the
i first local “Bridge’’ in two years.
High single, Odell’ 133.
Snows were in the standing.
High three. Whitey. 333
Best wishes to the lobster lads
NORTH HAVEN
High team single. Gulf. 536
and Snows, the almost done it gang.
High team total. Snow’s 1486
The funeral services of Sadie H.
Friday Snows and Perry’s rolled
Nothing left now but the big feast,
the last game of the year, wdth the so all you gentlemen sharpen up Aiexanner'of Dresden, a former res
market crowd trying to win two your false fangs and stand by with ident of this town, will be held here
Saturday.
points ifi order to pass the I.O.O.F your fork at attention.
in the standing Snow’s took four,
Visit Lucien K Green & Sons,
.. Swift Co. 1, M.C.R.R. 4
which tied up the seventh position
iroor, 18 School street Odd
Swift Co.—Baum 248* Richardson ■second
I.O.O.F and Perry’s. W. Willis high
247, Robinson 285, Bedell 254 Nick ’eilows Block. C1t\ for Fur Pur
with 320 and 111.
• ’s and Cloth Coats at moderate
271. total 1314
Final Standing
'otf
M.CR.R -Anderson 266. Bcurne orlces
Won Lost
67
23 253. Whitey 254. Raye 264, D. Curtis
Spruce Head,
62
28 296. total 1330.
Snow's,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Water Co.,
56
34
I.O.O.F. 4, Lime Co. 1
I ARGE Room available for living
44
Gulf.
46
I.O.O.F.—Hastings 256 L. Jame
w‘th lavatory. Centrally lo
46 son 275. B Jameson 233. Chaples quar'ers
44
R Wholesale,
cated
TEL 1285
30-31
41
49
M. C. R. R.,
37
48 ■
I. O. O. F„
37
Perrvs,
48
EXPERT
Swift’s,
31
58
24
66
Lime Co.,
WASHING
CARS
POLISHING CARS
Looking back over the season, the
$1.00
$5.00
first for the Star Alley League, we
find some very interesting figures,
WASHING
POLISHING
SIMONIZING
fun and facts.
Spruce Head opened the brand
PRICES
OF
SIMONIZING
ON
REQUEST
new league by pounding Snows for
five points, on the first of Decem
JOHN O’SULLIVAN, JR.
ber. 1947 This game and those five
fatal points gave the lobster lad.the championship, but who could
at E. 0. Philbrook’s Garage
tell at that time
Quite a few league members claim
RANKIN BLOCK. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 466-W
Mr Gatcombe would have been the
FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE 1035-W 30-*-lt
big difference, if he could have

Are You a Man

Who Likes To Hook
The Big Ones?
If you get that fishing
urge this time of the year,
we'll show you how to
make it easier to catch the
“big ones.”
Gregorys has a big
“catch” of the things you
need for your fishing trip.
Or if you like getting out
into the “open” it’s all the
same to us. Whatever your
hobby is—we have the
right clothes for you.

Slacks, $6.50 to $15.00
Jackets, 7.75 to 15.00
Sweaters, 5.00 to 12.95
Wool Shirts, 7.50 to 9.95
Weatherized Hats,
1.65 to 3.50

" I safe trouHef"
4

-

All Our Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction!

VJ

ROcKLflND
Maine

I’ve tried 'em all and there's no place like "home"
for immediate Ford service at easy terms. I find
Ford dealers know Fords best. And that's only
natural when you realize Ford Dealers have 4 big
advantages that save you time, money and trouble:
1. Genuine Ford Parts

2. Ford-trained Mechanics

DAINTY REST FURNITURE AND
MATTRESS CO.

HAROLD B. KALER

Call ROCKLAND 1360-M
28-30

News items from all of the Pa

trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Rockland, Me.

WATtKVILLE, MAINE

WASHINGTON, ME.

SPRUCE HEAD WINS CUP

246. Mackjnen 279, total 1289.
Lime Co.—Melvin 240, Wentworth
276, Snowman 241 Harding 260,’
Laine 261, Total 1278.
Wholesalers 1, Water C«. 4
Wholesalers—McKinney 261, Kor
honen 269, P. Curtis 275, O’Dell 279,
Lawry 275, total 1359.
Water Company—Roes 289, B.
Winslow 251, Bartlett 269, Ames
269, Doak 292, total 1370.
Gulf 4. Spruce Head 1
Gulf—Sleeper 323. Hallowell 273,
Colby 288, L. Drinkwater 246, Dan
ielson 276, total 1396.
Spruce Head—K.. Drinkwater 271,
A. Drinkwater 286. N Drinkwater
274, W. Drinkwater 289, Alley 283,
total 1403.
Perry’s 1, Snow's 4
Perry’s—Epstein 276. Hill 278,
Cook 259. Gray 269, Hobbs 307, to
tal 1377.
Snow's—S. Willis 241. Lowell 278,
Genevicz 282, W. Willis 326, Gat
combe 295, total 1416.

136G-M; or drop a card to 305 Main St.,

Who Wish

TELEPHONE 5-25,

GRANGE CORNER

Tuesday-Friday

MASON WORK

4. Special Ford Equipment

OF ALL KINDS

Cellars, Cement or Rock Cement
Walks. Cement Floors; also Paint
ing, inside and out; Shingling
and Repair Work

Arthur W. Gray
Contractor
TEL. 177-W,

3. Factory-approved Methods

WITHFORD
DEAUFR SFRHICB

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND

32 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

29’30
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TALK OF THE TOWN

April 13—Warren: Arts and Crafts Ex
hibits, by the schools.
April 13—Reserve Officers' Association
meets at Hotel Rockland
April 15—Camden: High School play,
“The Donovan Affair" at Opera House
April 13-16—Minstrel Show. Odd Pel
lows hall. Tenant’s Harbor.
April 16--Women's Educational Club
meets at Congregational vestry from
3 to 8.30 p m
April 17 (7 p m.)—Vinalhaven Pish
Hawks reunion at Falmouth Hotel.
Portland
April 18 Banquet; at Hotel Rockland
for workers of Community Concert
Association.
April 10—Barry Ensemble presented
by Knox County Community Concert
Association
April 19 Patriots Day
April 19-24—The Community Concert
campaign
April 30—Comedy “Years Ago." at the
Community Building
April 20 (7 p m l —Annual Banquet of
Star Alley Bowling League at the
Elks Home
April 21—Gov Hildreth addresses Joint
service clubs at Thorndike Hotel
April 21—Jimmie & Dick, the Novelty
Boys. Community Building.
April 27—Garden Club Luncheon at the
Copper Kettle at 12 30
April 27- Annual P.T A Ball at Com
munity Building.
April 30—Comedy “Years Ago”
at
Community Building
May 8-9—Convention of Maine State
Chtropractors' Association at the
Thorndike Hotel
May 9 Mothers' Day
May 12—Rockland High School Pro
gram and Dance Community Build
ing. Benefit of Steinway Fund.
May 12-16—At Rockland. Maine An
nual Conference ot the Methodist
Church.
May 14—Cabaret at Watts hall. Thom
aston
May 30—Memorial Day
June 21—Primary Election.
July 4—Independence Day
July 20—Benefit Fair for Grand Army
Hall.

The 841st regular session of the
Elks Lodge tonight will be featured
by the annual installation of offiducted: Exalted Ruler, George W.
Hamlin; Esteemed Leading Knight,
cers when the following will be inWilliam Cross; Esteemed Loyal
Knight. James Burns Esteemed
Lecturing Knight, Michael Arico;
secretary, J. N. Southard; treas
urer. William Sansom; tiler, Robert
Packard; trustees for one year,
Maynard Marston, Fred Black
Rodney Feyler; delegate to Grand
Lodge, George W Hamlin; alter
nate to Grand Lodge Clifford W
Carroll. The Installing officers will
be Grand Exalted Ruler. Brim Jew.
rett, Bath; Grand L’ading Knight
James Usher, Portland; Grand
Loyal Knight. Ed Culley. Portland;
Grand Lecturing Knight, Albert
Berry, Portland: Grand Chaplain.
Edward McMann. Bath; Grand Es
quire, Robert Brewer Rockland;
Baked ham banquet at 6.30
Fire Chief Van E. Russell stated
this morning that warrants for two
motor vehicle operators are being
sought on charges of having driven
over fire hoselines at the Bicknell
fire Sunday night. Chief Russell
said that he had turned the mat
ter over to the city attorney after
-fire police officers had taken the
license numbers of cars which had
crossed the hoselines in violation
of city ordinances One is reported
to be a Portland man and the
other a resident of Ash Point.
Beano, G.A.R Hall. Friday, April
16 at 7.30 P M
30*lt

The Young Adult Group of the
Methodist Church will meet Thurs
day at 7.30 p. m. In the Tower
Room of the Community Building.
Entertainment will be furnished by
the committee

Daylight Saving Time will go into
effect in Rockland at 12.01 a. m.
April 25 according to an order
passed by the City Council last
night. This Is In keeping with other
communities in the State, but re
quires local action In each case.

Rev Curtis Stanley went today to
his new pastorate in Bath, his de
parture regretted by a very large
circle of friends, and especially
those In The Courier-Gazette office
where he has always been on the
most friendly terms His going away
gift was a large box of sweetmeats
which the members of the newspa
per staff are sure enjoying.
June 7. 8. 9, 10 are the dates of
G.A R. Convention and Lewiston is
the host. Clarence Rennell, Depart
ment Commander of S.U.V. will
meet the heads of all Allied bodies,
appoint committees and formulate
plans, April 111, in Hotel DeWitt.
Mrs. Eli7,a Plummer. State Presi
dent of WSiRC.. will be in attend
ance.

For those desirous of hearing the
famed Negro baritone, Todd Dun
can, who will appear in concert
Wednesday. April 14, at Brunswick
High School, 25 tickets are avail
able land may be procured from
Mrs. Beulah Ames at the Central
Maine Powr Company.
An interesting speaker Is prom
ised for Thursday night’s meeting
of the Baptist Men’s League in the
person of Elroy Johnson of Bailey's
Island, who is manager of the sea
moss plant at Small Point Mr.
Johnson is also chairman of the
Advisory Council of Sea and Shore
Fisheries and has an interesting
Maine coast story.

The ice plant of F. J. OHara &
Sons. Inc., on Tillson avenue, is
rapidly nearing completion and
may be ready for use in June. The
plant will have a capacity of 100
tons of manufactured ice every 24
hours, plus storage for several
times that amount.
One of the French trawlers, built
by the Bath Iron Works, spent two
days in the bay last week on build
er’s trials, tving up at the Coast
Guard base during a fog spell to
wait weather clear enough to run
the trials.

William T. Dean was in Boston
last week attending the Electrical
Trade 8how.

BORN
HesseUren—At Knox Hospital. April
9, to Mr and Mrs Rudv D Hesselgren
of Tenant’s Harbor, a daughter Kerry
Denise.
French—At Richardson House. Bos
ton. April 9. to Mr. and Mrs Jonathan
French of Brunswick, (formerly Kath
erine Creighton of Thomaston), a
daughtey—Katherine
Dow—At Knox Hospital. April 10. to
Mr. and Mrs Roger W. Dow a daugh
ter—Llsbe*h Ellen.
Ware—At San Mateo. Calif . March
24, to Mr. and Mrs Edward G Ware,
formerly of Camden, a son Stephen
Gllkey
Karlsson—At New York. March 29. to
Mr. and Mrs Edward Karlsson (Alvalene Pierson) a son—Paul Herbert.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Harold L Llnscott who passed away Ap-il 9, 1939.
His Family.
( \RI> OE THANKS
I wish to thank the nurses and oth
ers who were so kind to me during my
recent stay at Knox Hospital, and also
the children of our neighborhood who
gave me the beautiful basket of frula
after I returned home.
•
Mrs. Howard H. Hunt.
CARD OE THANKS
To the Williams-Brasler Post Ameri
can Legion; to Rev. H F. Leach; to all
for their kind expressions of sym
pathy; and for the scores of beautiful
floral tributes, we express our deep
est gratiude
* The Anderson and Fagar families.

SIXTY CANDIDATES IN ACTION

The Suburban Road
Mission Speakers
By A Star Cast
Suffer From Ennui
Petition For Broadway Route Rev. Jesse Starr and Rev. H Comedy “Years Ago” To Be
What Local Teachers Are
Received By City Council
W. Flagg To Address Locai
Seen Here April 30 Under
Coach MacDougal Likes Prospects Of Rock Doing To Pass the Spring
Last Night
Conference
Lions’ Auspices
Vacation
Broadway as a suburban route
A great missionary spirit is per
land
High
School
Team
While the 450 pupils of Rockland
was again before the City Council vading the air at the Littlefield Me
last night when the Junior Cham
ber of Commerce presented a pe
tition for its favorable considera
tion to that body. The letter was
signed by Charles E. Bicknell, 2d,
as president of the chamber, who
was also sitting as a member of the
council and received the petition In
his position as a city councilor.
There has been much discussion
over the Broadway route of the pro
posed suburban road which would
be built entirely with Federal
funds and a second proposed route
across the farm lands between
Broadway and Old County road
Meetings last year saw the fac
tion opposing the Broadway route
led by Alan I.. Bird and those op
posing the other route captained by
Cleveland Sleeper.
The matter stands that Rockland
can have a quarter-million dollar
highway if and when some several
persons agree to agree and let the
State Highway Commission know
their wishes. Approval of the
Broadway route by the City Coun
cil many months ago had no bear
ing on the matter as far as the
State was concerned. The Highway
Commission's answer was that they
would not build until the people of
Rockland agreed on a houte com
pletely. The fact that Rckland has
agreed is evident by the action of
its duly elected representatives the
City Council. That others have not
agreed is equally evident.

Annual installation of officers of
Rockland Lodge of Elks will be held
tonight with supper at 6.30.
Ohe year ago Richard Collett
was instantly killed by a 25-foot fall
at the cement plant.—The City
Council voted 3 to 2 in favor of in
stalling parking meters —A special
town meeting in Warren voted to
organize a fire department—A fare
well banquet was given for Willard
P Gray, who was being transferred
to Boston—Deaths: Warren, Fred
F Folsem, 75; Rockland. Gecrge A.
Nash. 75; Rockland, Edna A. Ross,
55; Rockland, Oswald Mathews, 45
Mrs. Edith M. Young of Owls
Head has had the telephone inslalled—8C9-22.
Miss Dorothy Lawry. chairman of
the “Time" Poster Contest, an
nounces that the contest will start
Monday morning in Rockland, and
Thursday morning in Camden
There will be 24 cards, put out by
Time Magazine, placed in different
store w indows, in conspicuous places.
Tnere will be 24 cards with pictures
of a famous composer on each.
There will be a clue to help Identify
them and the first two adults—over
18—and the first two juniors—under
18—who bring in to headquarters,
the Thorndike Hotel, a correct list
of all 24 composers will receive a
free ticket to the Knox Community
Concerts for 1948-1949. Watch The
Courier-Gazette for more particu
lars.

—
Carl Douglas Orey was warmly
received at Belfast Friday niffht.
where he appeared as soloist with
part of “Yorklies' minstrels” to a
ca.pacity house. Carl's sones were
"Serenade of the Bells." and
“Honeymoon."

A baked bean supper will be
served Saturday night 5 to 7 o’clock
at St Peter’s Undercroft. Publi"
invited.
30*31

PUBLIC SUPPER
ST. PETER’S
UNDERCROFT
SATURDAY, APRIL 17
5.09 to 7.00 o'clock
SALAD
COFFEE

50 CENTS
30-31

ICE OUT
\

ICE CREAM

\
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DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

“Now is
the
Hour”

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCB
SERVICE

PHONE 701

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

M-tf

Bruno Mazzeo, brilliant Rockland
runner, who scored a triumph in
the Patriot’s Day marathon of the
Portland Boys' Club in 1940 in 26
minutes 40 seconds, less than a
minute off the record of 26 min
utes. one-fifth second held by
Dana Robinson of Colby. Saturday
became the 110th entry in the 19th
annual duel due Aoril 19. A Port
lander now. former competitor in
the famed BAA marathon. Mazzeo
says, in, getting old for this road
running, but I want to take one
last fling at the PBC battle."—Sun, day Telegram.

i By Bob Margeson)
we have Stan Walsh, a righty; Joe
Coach MacDougal announces that Seavey. a sophomore right 'handier;
season tickets will be on sale for $2 Kermit St Peter, righty; Albert
including all of the seven home Brackett, a freshman; Tom Baum,
another frosh; and Tony Gustin
games.
The season will get under way for Assisting these boys behind the
the R.H.S. Tigers at Bath April 24. plate are Dick Pease, Ernest Benand a vigorous schedule will keep ner, Ronald Thurston and Raymond
right up until June 1st w’hen they St. Peter.
The contestants for the infield
will wind it up with Lincoln
Academy on the Rockland grounds. berths include Don Marsh, Bruce
Stratton and Clarence Murphy on
The schedule follows:
first base; Tony Gustin. Jimmy
April 24-Rockland at Bath.
Connellan and Dick McIntosh, secApril 29—-Rockland at Boothbay ond base; Murgita and Don Johnson
May 3—Waldoboro at Rockland.
at shortstop, and Dick Kaler, John
May 4—Rockland at Belfast.
Benson and Wayne Gerrish conMay 6—Rockland at Thomaston. tending for the hot comer, third
May 8—Morse at Rockland.
base.
May 10—Camden at Rockland.
The outfield is well represented
May 13—Rockland at Newcastle
by Don French. Bill Paul and
May 17—Boothbay at Rockland.
Hano in left; Dave Holden, Wes
May 20—Rockland at Waldoboro Martin and Bob Teel in center;
May 24—Thomaston at Rockland. and Warren Martin, Charlie Foote
May 27—Rockland at Camden. land Dick Robarts in the right field
May 28—-Crosby at Rockland.
corner.
June 1—Lincoln at Rockland.
It is hoped that the spirit of the
This yeai’s turnout has been more Rocklnd fans will be behind the boys
than encouraging to Coach Mac this year, and that the attendance
Dougal, who estimated that more will be oetter than it has been In
than 60 candidates were on deck for the past few years The boys will
early practice. Some of the more show them a fine brand of baseball
promising include a fine pitching and the season tickets make it easy
staff, consisting of two lefties and to afford to see all the home games
several right handers. Among these at least It certainly doesn't help
hurlers are Andy Weymouth, a the home team’s spirit to see a
southpaw letterman, whose past ex larger following behind the visiting
perience on the mound promises tt> team than from their own home
find him in good form this year: rooting section.
Domenic Murgita, whose action in
I know I speak for all the base
the past has shown plenty of stuff ball fans of Rockland when I wish
on the ball. This boy is a right the boys and Coach MacDougal the
hander who does a fine job at short, best of luck in this coining baseball
stop as well as on the mound. Then season.

The Rotary Club

Almon B. Cooper, Jr., Tells
Of New England Council
Meeting

CONTRACTORS-ATTENTION!

Plans may be seen at the Saint George town office
by arrangement with the Selectmen.

WE WILL BE

The committee reserves the right to reject any
or all bids.

CLOSED

Finest Styles and Quality

ALL DAY

AT

Wednesday, April 14

The bids should be in the hands of the Chairman,
Mrs. Pcarlc Wall, by April 23d.
(Signed) F. L. S MORSE,

Popular Prices

100 yard siie, “Penn Peer”, Star drag with level wind

LADIES’

“Ashaway” Trolling Line, 100 yds $2.98

Luggage
$5.95 - $13.95

NEW BOAT SEAT
Tube Aluminum with Kapex Cushion—the slickest thing out for
the fisherman’s comfort, baseball games and beach use.

Secretary of the Committee.

ROCKLAND, ME.

”

30-32

“SaBBSW.

Laundry
Mailing Cases
$1.95-$4.95
Traveling Bags
$13.95-$30.00

“STRIKE" HE’S ON—AND A GOOD ONE

H. H. CRIE & CO.

MEN’S

SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CHARLIE’S TAXI

MEN’S

$4.95

TEL 205

In Municipal Court

B A. Clark pleaded guilty to op
erating a motor vehicle while un
der the Influence of intoxicating
liquor. He was fined $100 and costs
of court of $7 94 The arrest was
made by Captain Breen and Pa
trolman Willett on ' Park street,
Sunday
• • • •
Sexton Cotton, colored, of Ala
bama was sentenced to 30 days in
Jail on charges of vagrancy to
which he pleaded guilty. The sen
tence was suspended on the con
dition that he travel away from
this section at once. He agreed and
started almost before the judge had
The Knox Waldo Hairdressers completed his statements.
Association held their monthly
meeting Thursday night in Belfast
Crushed rock for driveways. Clar
at the B-B.w. Club The club ence R. Dorman. Phone 656-W.
served a most delicious dinner. Citv, or 1027-W.
29-tf
There were 34 present including
guests from Gardiner, Waldoboro
and Rockland. President A1 Plourd
thanked the Waldo members for
Nationally
the fine banquet. Florencia Roach
introduced the guests Les Merrithew of Stockton with his humor
Advertised Brand
ous stories and rhymes proved to
be a second Will Rogers and
Natalie Aclin of Portland demon
Week
strated the Flash Wave. During
1 the evening pianist Fay Stetson,
vice president, rendered several se
at
lections with everyone joining in
the choruses.

President Ken Crane announced
that a committee has been nom
inated for selection of the officers
for the coming year. Thanks are
extended to Mrs. Ruth Sanborn,
who filled in for the pianist. Staff
Congdon vacationing down South
Ray Perry directed the singing
with his usual gusto.
Many of the members listen to
the different radio personalties and
learn to know their various
methods of approach, but when the
club’s own member Dr. John Lowe
gives the “smile for the day” his
subtlety of contrivance is always a
pleasant surprise and heartily wel
come.
Rupert Stratton, in charge of
program, introduced Almon B.
Cooper, Jr., who has just returned
from a meeting held by the Indus
trial Committee of the New Eng
land Council in Boston.
Mr. Cooper said in part:
Tuesday. March 23. in the Old
E. B. Crockett’s
Boston Room of the Parker House, Miss Laura Pomeroy has been
teaching
Art
in
the
Thomaston
a meeting of the Industrial Devel
opment Committee of the New schools since March 1.
England Council was held. Rock
land was represented by five mem- ,
bers of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce and the Chamber of'
Commerce. Almon B Cooper 'act
ing as secretary); Albert MacPhail. i
president of the Rockland Cham
ber of Commerce: Charles E Bick- |
nell, 2d. president of the Junior
Bid Notice-Saint George Schoolhouse
Chamber of Commerce; Frederic
Bird and Curtis Payson.
The Saint George Superintending School Com
The main speaker of the after
noon was Laurence C Plowman.
mittee
asks for bids for the building of a two-room
Advisor of the Greater Portland
Port Development Commission His
schoolhouse at Port Clyde to be ready for use in
talk was very interesting as he
September, 1948.
(Continued on Page Four)

LUGGAGE

Trolling Reek............................. $10.95

Pure Nylon 20 pound test

boredom, of vacation In the Spring
j time and eagerly awaiting the day
I of school’s re-opening, their teach
ers are likewise relaxing, some dis
porting themselves like Spring
lambs, others Idling their time away
' in blissful ease, if pedagogues do
I such undignified things, and one
, misguided soul is even attending a
teachers' conference.
i The “Globe Trotters" include
I Martha Viik in Buzzard’s Bay;
; Clara Leeman. Lena Sargent and
j Reta Robinson, Boston; Daniel
| Noonan, New York; Diana Pitts In
i Connecticut; John Brann. Nor
: wood. Mass., and Dorinda Coughlin
in Bangor.
] The "Home Folks” nclde Princi
pal Clunie at Damariscotta; Ed
mund Barnard, Camden; Dorothy
Davis, Westbrook; Ida Hughes,
Union; Ken Macpougal. Eloise Law,
Lawrence Plummer, Mary Smith,
Edwin Knight, Mary Browne and
Ivy Hart in Rockland and Marga
ret Gray at Sandy Point.
Minerva Clegg has joined Mr.
and Mrs. Brainerd Paul in burn
ing the midnight, oil of the Wash
ington trip. Helen Young Is house
hunting; Raymond Bowman has
had the misfortune to be sentenced
to 10 days of golfing and fishing;
ambi-piscatorial Frank Vaitones is
repairing his lobster boat and whip
ping Knox County's best brooks
while Charles Grant struggles to get
his long-legged fishing boots re
paired in season to catch a few
trout, and—believe it or not, SubMaster Allston Smith is attending
a conference of English teachers in
Portland.

The men of the Congregational
Church will put on the church sup
per April 14 at 6.15. William W.
Graves and Charles E Merritt are
the co-chairmen and will be assist
ed by Lucius Jones Ralph R.
Smith. Edwin R. Edwards, Merle E.
Jillson Eugene Lamb, Vance Nor
ton, Howard Proctor. Louis Fickett,
Maurice Lovejoy, Clarence Joy,
Clarence Munsey, Hervey Alien. Dr.
Neil Fogg, Howard E Crozier. Carcnee Barnard Carl Nelson Blanch
ard Smith. Donald Cummings, Ro
land Ware and Dr. Wesley Wasgatt.

Telescope “Bristol” Rods $3.98 to $7.95

Snelled Hoots, Streamer Flies, Jar Smelts
Landing Nets, Tackle Boxes, Gas Can*

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Anne Follman

Indications point to a full house
at the Community Building April
, 30 w hen the Charles O. Carey pro
duction “Years Ago” will’ be pre■ sented as a benefit for the Rocki land Lions Club.
» - ---------The production is on tour in New
Barney Benovitch who has
been rec"ived treatment in the To England and it will be seen in Port
gus Hospital, has been transferred land and other principal cities. Mr.
to Cushing General Hospital. Carey, the Broadway producer, also
Framingham, Mass.
operates the Surry Playhouse which
The Rockland Hearing Society has won high praise fo rthe excel
meets at the Baptist vestry. Thurs lence of its productions and a num
ber of leading players will be seen
day at 8.30 p. m.
in the forthcoming production.
The star part created by Frederic
The annual Personal Managers
Conference of the General Foods ! March will be played by Barney
Corporation is being held in New i Hughes, who is one of the coming
York this week. Harold S. Leach stars of the Broaway Theatre Mr
of this city and Albert McCarty of Carey selected him to play the lead
the Aberjona Plant in Woburn, in "Claudia" last Fall in a similar
New England tour, and he was ac
Mass., are in attendance.
claimed in every city played.
Helen Stenbcrg. who had the title
At the morning service in the
Universalist Church. Sunday, Dr. role in “Claudia." will be seen in a
Lowe will baptize and dedicate his I leading part as will Mary Grace
granddaughter. Janet Elizabeth, , Canfield who is a great favorite at
daughter of Mr and Mrs. John j the Surry Playhouse. Ann Follman
Smith Lowe. Jr., of Caribou. Fran l well-known on Broaway, will have
ces Quint Lowe and Janet are the the role created by Florence Eld
guests of Dr and Mrs. John Smith ridge. George Lymbum is directing
Lowe 51 Masonic street, this week. the production and the scenery is
designed by A1 Waick.
Rebecca Kennison. age two years,
The Rockland Boat Shop, which
was winner at the baby contest for
the curliest lhair. prettiest eyes and launched the Bingo 3 for New
Jersey
parties last week, already
prettiest complexion, held at the
has the keel laid and stem in place
Rockport Town Hall, April 3.
for a 50 fisherman. The hew craft
Charles E Bicknell. 2d, president will be delivered to Veli Holmstrom
of the Junior Chamber of Com of Vinalhaven. She will be oak
merce, hastens to disclaim credit framed and planked with yellow
for that organization for providing pine Power will be supplied by
the “Welcome Teachers’1 placards. a Nordberg gas engine of 135
The enterprise was the work of the horsepower.
Senior Chamber.
Members of the Red Jacket Sea
The biggest Rummage Sale in Scout Ship are busy during school
several vears with the largest array vacation scraping down and paint
of good clothing, shoes and other ing their motor lifeboat prepara
artie'es. will be held Saturday tory to launching for the season
'April 17) at Masonic Temple. next month. Work is being done
Rockland, sponsored by the South at the Coast Guard base where
Thomaston Star Masonic Club
she has rested on the dock through
30*31 the Winter Launching will be ac
complish^ via the buoy derrick of
the tender. Laurel.

BAKED BEANS
HOT ROLLS CAKE

SEAL TEST

j High School are wrestling with the

morial Baptist Church. Tonight
will bring the Rev Jesse Starr of
the Penobscot Indian Baptist Mis
sion, Old Town to the pulpit. Mr.
Starr has been the faithful pastor
cf this work since Its inception nine
years ago and his work has been
of an outstanding calibre. In addi
tion to speaking, he will show slide
pictures of the work among the In
dians.
Tomorrow night marks the clos
ing of this great missionary confer
ence. with Dr. Herbert W. Flagg, a
returned missionary from China,
with 14 years of sendee under the
China Inland Mission as the speak
er. Mr. Flagg spent his missionary
service with the Iisu tribesmen of
the Yunnan-Burma border. These
are Tibeto-Burmans, and bear the
same relation to the Chinese as the
Indians do to us. They were there
when the Chinese came to the west
cf China, but have been dispos
sessed of their lands by the more
"lever Chinese. At times during Dr
Flagg’s work there, they had almost
1000 baptisms In a year.
The public, which has been en
joying the other meetings immense
ly. will be warmly welcomed to these
closing two services

TEL. 206

Universal Bags
$35 to $60
Steamer Trunk
$12.50-$23.65
—
FURLOUGH TYPE

CleoHe

Sruttep

on

I

High riding sling pumps with
fashionably slanted top lines seem to

\\l

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

Bags
$3.00-$3.50

and clever cut-outs contribute added zest.

Funeral Home

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Leatherette or Canvas

445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W

Vab-Pac
$25.00

X-RAY FITTING

TEL8. S90—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
BOCKLAND, MK

BURPEE

Ambulance Service

19-lf

1/Z

complement the new elongated
silhouette best. High heels, open toe

McLAIN SHOE STORE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BLUE KID

$7.95
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WALDOBORO

WARREN

A Canadian Divine

Mrs. Isabel Osier, president of
the Woman's Club, has appointed Dr. Malles Of Toronto To
these committees: Program. Mrs.
Joan Weston, Mrs. Esther Vander
Address 'Warren Bible
pool, Mrs. Marion Miller, Mrs.
Conference
Anne Mank, Mr>. Florence Foster
Mrs. Madelyn Hilton. Mrs. Ethelyn
Morse, Mrs. Alice Stenger and Mrs.
Florence Davis; finance Mrs Sace
Weston, Mr;. Elsie Mank and Mr
Sarah Lash; membership, Mrs.
Rose Weston. Mrs. France. Ran
dolph and Mrs Julia Burgess; pub
licity, Mrs. Louise Genthner, Mi
Faye Keene and Mrs. Dorothy Bidwell; ways and means. Mrs There
sa Chute. Mrs. Dorothy Marshall.
Mrs. Nan Weston Mrs Isadore
Stahl, Mrs Goldie Sheffield. Mrs.
Florence Grover, Mrs. Verna Scho
field Mrs. Lillian Reed. Mrs. Jen
nie Fowler and Mrs Hollie Shu
man: house, Mrs. Ida Stahl, Mrs.
Grace Williams and Mrs Rena
Crowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Little en
tertained Saturday night at dinner
In honor of their son Wayne’s
sixth birthday. Present were his
two grandmothers. Mrs Verna
Little and Mrs. Edna Achorn and
hLs two great grandmothers, Ml.
Lettie Achorn and Mrs Alice Sim
Dr. James E. Mallis of Toronto,
mons. The young daughter of M- Canada will be the speaker at the
and Mrs. Ftichard Achorn. Carol
Ann. was also present. A birthday nionthlj Bible conference to be
cake, beautifully decorated, was the 'held in the Warren Baptist Church
feature attraction. Wayne received Friday, at 7 39 p. m
Dr. Mallis received his education
many gifts, among them a tricycle
India and Scotand and then re
Mrs. Alma Fitch was recently I in
turnee to Ind
the land of his
elected president of the Paren:- birth.
a missionary under the
Teacher Association; Mrs Rose Ir
India General Mission,
Weston, vice 'president; Mrs. M ibel ej ion he came
to North America
David; secretary; Mrs Althea Win as deputation speaker
for the Mischenbach, treasurer; executive com
mittee, James Vanderpool Earl Icn and for some years now has
Spear and Mrs. Elizabeth Hilton; (.-• n enxaai cl in full-time Bible con
nominating committee. Mr‘ Ro i ic ren.c- ministry throughout the
Weston Mrs Elizabeth Hilton and contincn: Because of hLs God-given
:a.ent to illustrate Bible truths, hLs
Mrs. Hilda Boggs.
fine inspirational messages are long
Funeral services were held Sun reii inhered and he is in constant
day for Edgar E. Day from li. demand for conferences and youth
residence on Jefferson street Rev
Harold Nutter officiating
Inter
It is expected the conference to
ment was in Rural cemetery. Mr be enthusiastically received as those
Day was the son of Lincoln and who know Dr. Mallis will eagerly
Sarah Welt Day He is survived welcome his return and new listen
by his wife Mrs Etta W Day; two
will find a cordial welcome at
sisters. Mrs Mildred Mann of Con ers
meeting. The conferences are
cord. N H.. and Miss Florence Da . the
pon-cred by the New England Fel
of Rockland: a brother. Clinton E. lowship
of Evangelicals and local
Day of Baltimore: and several cooperating
churches.
nieces and nephews.
Mr. and Mrs Malcolm Little
NORTH WARREN
were visitors Saturday in Bath.
George Erickson is visiting his
Expenditures for housing average brother. Charles Erickson.
about one-fifth of total U. S
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch
capital expenditures.
■.vere recent visitors at C. A.
Webb's.
Read The Ccurier-Gazett| Mrs. H. A. Hawes and daughter,
i Madolyn Hawes of Union called
on the former's parents,
NEW JUNK SHOP J| Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank. Mrs.
METAL, RAGS and ALL OTHER Mabelle L Cross of Rockland. Mrs.
j Myron Robarts and family of
JUNK
BOUGHT AT HIGHEST PRICES [ Camden were guests Sunday at the
Mank home.
L COHEN
37 WILLOW ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
__ _______________________ 30*33
Miss Kay Crane and Miss Nora
: Seaver are visiting friends in
| Massachusetts, and from there will
to New York for 10 days. In
LOANS,
* jI go
Miss Seaver s absence, Luther Wotis deputy Town Clerk.
To Pay Bills—Taxes—Repairs i ton
R A. Doe was in Limestone reto home—Finance a car—Ap- I I cently on business.
pliances—or any other purpose,
C. L. Fales has been making rej nairs on his store. S. E Hyler,
Come in and see us today.
! on Ray, and Leslie Morton were
|
NEW ENGLAND
the workmen.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Harold Jameson
FINANCE CORP.
; attended the funeral of Mrs. Jame1 407 MAIN ST., TEI.. 1133 I son’s copsins Howard Anderson
I SECOND FLOOR OPPOSITE
& and sons held Friday in Thomas
CARROLL CUT RATE
ton.
30-T-UJ
i
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

I

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1947
Real Estate ....
O
Mortgage Loans ...
0
Collateral Loans ...
O
Stocks and Bonds
. . $3,755,240.(X)
Cash in Office and Bank .
649,401.07
Agents' Balances . . .
144,095.09
Bills Receivable ...
0
Interest and Rents . .
9,125.31
All Other Assets ...
0
Gross Assets . . . $4,557,864.4 7
I >educt items not admitted
10,030.60
Admitted
....
$4,547,833.87
Gross Assets,
$6,961,749.37
Deduct Items not admitted.
50.908.91
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses . .
$203,224.91
Admitted.
$6910.840 46
Unearned Premiums . .
851,969.38
LIABILITIES DBC 31, 1947
All Other Liabilities . .
91.216.53
Net Unpaid Losses,
$600,50100 Cash Capital .
1,000,OCX).00
Unearned Premiums,
3.333 299 21
Surplus over all Liabilities 2,401 ,423.05
All Other Liabilities,
209.386.64
Cash Capital,
1,000,00000 Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,547,833.87
30-T 34
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1,767,653 61 _

organizations to get material from
and to get material to for any in
dustrial development. This organi
zation keeps a complete file on the
State of Connecticut and it in
cludes such things as delinquent
land, taxes, boiler capacities and
empty factories ceiling heights,
floor spaces, number of floors, etc.
The next section was the most
interesting, as far as I was con
cerned. It was headed by Earle J
Ariiold. secretary of the Waltham
Chamber of Commerce. Waltham,
Mass. He carries on a visitation by
every member of the Chamber to
existing industry plants of his
area, so that everybody will know
what is going on and how it is go
ing on ip their own vicinity. He
has also found by these visitations
that the workers in these industries
have a better relationship with
their company, due only to the fact
that the outside is interesed in all
that they are personally doing.
Another job this man is doing is
spending his efforts in picking
new industries in his vicinity that
will better the community and not
just for the sake ol filling unused
spaces. He is firm believer In the
help and the ideas that are put
forward by the New England Coun
cil. Mr. Arnold’s motto is "Tell ’em,
show 'em. give ’em.’'
The section “Private Agencies,”
was headed by William Leavitt
Stoddard. President New England
Industrial Development Corpora
tion, Boston. His main job is re
search work for industries who wish
to establish in New England His
second job is to help existing in
dustries that are having a hard
time financially. There are people
who are listed by this corporation
who have mcney and who like to
invest in small companies. They
do not invest with the idea of tak
ing over the industry. They only
do it because they are interested
in industries in New England and
want to keep them going.
Thursday of the same week I
was invited to be a guest of tlie
New England Council to go to New
York on a new Diesel train to visit
the exhibition of the New York.
New Haven & Hartford in the
Grand Central Station They have
taken a tvpical New England Main
street and re.produced it. dating
back from 1780 to 1820. showing
the typical drug store, print shop,
general store and post office and
church. Just outside of this ex
hibition is a large display area of
products made in Southern New
England.
My conclusions are that I feel
that Rockland can benefit by the
millions of dollars that are spent
by the utilities and their organiza-

Hnrtford Fire Insurance Co-

THE CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO.
San Francisco, California
ASSETS DBC 31. 1947
Real Estate,
$572 . 230 08
Mortgage Loans.
1,575.00
Stocks and Bonds.
4.964,437 48
C'a.h in Office and Bank.
867,904 31
Agents’ Balances ,
464,786.94
Bill- Receivable.
33.813.56
Interest and Rents.
25.725.15
I All Other Assets
31,276 85

j

I

The Rotary Club

Rev. Gordon P. Stairs, pastor of
(Continued from Page Three)
the Winter Street Baptist Church
of Gardiner, chaplain with the U.S. headed an organization without
Army in the Pacific during the war, money and has developed the west
will be speaker Thursday following area of the New England Ship
the Fellowship supper at the Mont building Corporation into many di
gomery rooms, his subject, “The versified industries and he went in
Philippines."- Supper will be served to detail and told the process that
at 6 o'clock.
they went through to raise $55,000
The Congregational Brotherhood to buy the property from the Gov
supper will be served at 6.30 Thurs ernment.
day at Masonic hall, due to repairs
After Mr. Plowman’s talk, was a
at the chapel. A speaker will be form of panel discussion: The first
present from the University of was "Railroads,'' headed by Percy
Maine, his talk to be accompanied E. Benjamin, manager Department
by colored slides.
of Industrial Development of the
Mrs Dewitt Brewster, interior New York New Haven & Hartford
decorator, of Belfast, will be speak Railroad Company of Boston. He
er Thursday at 2 p. m. at Town Hall, spoke a great deal on the power
auspices of the Woman's Club, and of advertising, which has led to in
open to the public Mrs. Brewster creases in wages, increases in rail
will speak on interior decoration. A roading, expansion of industry, re
silver collection will be taken, to taining of already present industry
defray expenses. Mrs. Brewster and the bringing in of new indus
will show all new materials, in con try. He also told about surveys
where industrial development could
nection with her talk.
Rev. Edward L. Manning will be increased.
The second section w'as on
complete the book of Exodus at the
mid-week service Wednesay at the “Power Companies,” headed by
Frank W Randall, president of
Congregational chapel.
The advisory board of the Baptist Negea Service Corporation, Cam
Church will meet tonight at 7.30 at > bridge. He explained how the
the parsonage. The Baptist mid selling of electric power and gas
week cottage meeting will be held have brought about new develop
Wednesday at 7 30 at the home of ments in New England. The main
project of this corporation now Ls
Mrs. Aleda Gorden.
that
Obligation night will be observed locating vacant property
could
be financially developed for
Friday at the stated meeting of Ivy
new
industry
and
he
stated
that
Chapter, O.ES. Committees are:
was adequate power and
Entertainment, Mrs. Helen Maxey; there
supply to take care of any increase
refreshments, Mrs. Carrie Smith, of
demand in any area of New
Mrs. Lilia .Ames, and Mrs. Anna England.
Starrett.
Tlie third section of the meeting
Pamela Gay, daughter of Mr. and
the "State Development Com
Mrs. Walter Gay cf Rockland, has was
” headed by Stephen P
been visiting her grandparents. Mr. missions,
Hackley. director Industrial Divis
and Mrs Bryan Robinson.
Development Com
Members of Ivy Chapter., O.E.S.. ion Connecticut
Hartford Conn. They have
who attended a meeting of Golden mission,
found
that
the
co-operation
of the
Rod Chapter OE.S., in Rockland. Chambers of Commerce, where
es
Friday at which the Bucksport tablished. real estate brokers and
Rainbow Girls, exemplified the de- , town officials are the best type of
eree. were Mrs. Helen Maxey, Mrs i
Laura Starrett, and Mrs. Edna
White of thLs town. Mrs. Lilia Ames, ball; reading, Mrs. Minnie Page;
and Mrs. Carrie Smith of Thomas dinner. Mrs. Susie Oxton. MLss
Bertha Teague, and Mrs Tffie Hyston.
Robert Wyllie, student at the Gor ler: calling. Mrs. Susie Oxtcn.
Miss Lois Norwood, who passed
don College of Theology and Mis
sions of Boston, was overnight guest the Spring vacation with her par
Friday at the home of his parents. ents. Mr and Mrs. Leroy Norwood,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie. and has returned to Colby College.
The second in a series cf physical
joined Saturday a group from the
college, which is to appear at the examinations for school children,
auspices of the Public Health com
Baptist Church in Hallowell.
Officers elected at the annual mittee and the State Departmnet of
meeting of Baptist Woman’s Mis Health, will be held Thursday at 1
sion Circle held Wednesday, at the p. m. at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Montgomery rooms, are. Mrs. Car Goodwin, for pupils of grade four,
rie Butler, president; MLss Bertha and with Dr. Fred G. Campbell, and
Teague, vice president; Miss Tena Mrs. Ada McConnell, State Field
McCallum.
secretary - treasurer. Nurse, in attendance. Grade 2
Committees are: White Cross. Mrs. pupils were examined today.
AvLs Norwood, Mrs. Edith Robinson,
Citizens insurance Company
and Mrs. Isa Teague; devotions:
of New Jersey
Miss Mary Kalloch; program. Mrs.
Hartford, Connecticut
Doris Perry and Mrs. Florence Kim-

HOME FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO
OF CALIFORNIA
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1947
Stocks and Bonds.
$14,980,024.88
2,117,571 04
PAWTUCKET MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO. Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
1.166.132,17
25 Maple St., Pawtucket, R. I.
Bills Receivable,
10.258 70
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1947
35,173.54
Real Estate.
$165,979 12 Interest and Rents.
1.111,502.40
Mortgage Loans,
31.979.04 All Other Assets.
Stocks and Bonds,
2,640,660.62
Gross Assets,
$19,420,662.73
Cash in Office and Bank.
592.206,64
121,664.36
Agents’ Balances,
275,413.32 Deduct items not admitted.
Interest and Rents,
11,672.31
Admitted.
$19,298 998 37
All other Assets,
77,063.67
LIABILITIES DBC 31, 1947
$5,374,529.59
Gross Assets.
$3,794 974.72 Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned
Premiums.
7.264.199 96
Deduct items not admitted.
362.71
All Other Liabilities,
885.141 69
Cash
Capital.
1,000.000 00
Admitted
$3,794,612.01
Surplus over all Liabili
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1947
ties,
4.775.127 13
Net Unpaid Losses,
$167,149.02
Unearned Premiums.
2.097,890 14
Total
Liabilities
and
SurAll Other Liabilities.
202,173.60
plus.
$19,298,998 37
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1327.399.25
28 T-32
I*?--*
Total Liabilities and Sur
AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE CO.
plus.
$3,794,612.01
Watertown, New York
________________________________ 26 T-30
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1947
$526.468 32
UNITED FIREMEN’S INSURANCE CO. Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans.
1.943.172.79
OF PHILADELPHIA
Collateral Loans.
38,500.00
55 Fifth Avenue. New York, 3, N. Y.
Stocks and Bonds.
15.648.318.60
ASSETS DEC 31. 1947
2.717,680.48
Real Estate.
$8.795 13 Cash ln Office and Bank.
1.752.635 14
Mortgage Loans,
21.852.07 Agents Balances.
48,180.88
I Stocks and Bonds,
4,457.995.93 Bills Receivable.
49,517.99
Cash in Office and Bank,
427.921 84 Interest and Rents,
343.528.26
Agents’ Balances,
539.32020 All Other Assets.
Bills Receivable.
1.712.67
Gross Assets.
$23,068,002 46
■ Interest and Rents,
22,700.88
All Other Assets,
160.836 67 Deduct items not admit
ted.
570.988 77
Gros« Assets,
$5,641 135.39
Admitted.
$22 497.01369
Deduct items notadmitted, 258,811.29
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
$4,024,008 32
Admitted.
$5,382,324 10 Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
11 510 580 94
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1947
835.651 60
Net Unpaid Losses,
$500 945.00 All Other Liabilities.
3 000,000 00
Unearned Premiums,
2.397,320.16 Cash Capital.
All Other Liabilities.
601.802 40 Surplus over all Liabili
ties.
3,126.772.83
Cash Capital.
1,000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities,
882.256.54
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$22 497.013.69
Total Liabilities and SurFRANK A. WHEELER. Agent.
plus,
$5,382,324.10
28 T-32 425 Main Street,
Rockland, Maine
You’re in for a wholly new con
individually wrapped. Seats are
_______________________________ 28 T-32
ception of truck comfort when
thickly padded and are adjustable
PAWTUCKET MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
you look at a new light and
33/s inches forward and back.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
25 Maple Street, Pawtucket. R. I.
medium duty CMC cab. It’s away
COMPANY IN SALEM
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1947
There
’
s
22
per
cent
more
visibility
39 Norman St., Salem, Mass.
Real
Estate.
$165,979.12
bigger than any previous CMC
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1947
Mortgage Loans.
31,979,04
through larger windshield and
design ... 7 inches longer, 12
Stocks and Bonds.
2.640 660 62 Real Estate,
$150,000 00
windows. There’s draft-free com
inches wider across the floor.
Cash ln Office and Bank,
592.206.64 Stocks and Bonds,
3.463.808 13
fort provided by new insulation,
Agents Balances,
275,413.32 Cash in Office and Bank,
268.52E.38
There’s 8 inches more seating
weather sealing, plus a unique
’
246.450.75
Interest and Rents.
’
11.672.31 Agents’ Balances.
width • . . nearly double the
fresh air ventilation system, with
All Other Assets,
77,063.67 Interest and Rents,
14.957.48
All other Assets,
12.647.03
number of seat springs, all
heating and defrosting if desired.
Gross Assets.
$2,794,974.72
Gross Assets.
$4,156,385.77
Deduct Items not admitted,
362.71
Deduct items not admitted,
2.009.45
Admitted.
$3,794,61201
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
Admitted.
$4.154 376.31
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses,
$167,149 02
Unearned Premiums.
2.097.890 14 Net Unpaid Losses.
$146,650.49
1.605*623.38
All Other Liabilities.
202.173.60 Unearned Premiums,
83,418.94
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,327,399.25 All other Liabilities.
Guaranty Capital.
100,000.00
Total
Liabilities
and
Sur

Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
2.218
683.50
60 NEW COUNTY ROAD. ROCKLAND. MAINE
plus.
$3,794,612.01
26 T-30 Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$4,154,376.31
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE
________________________________ 28-T-32
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus,

L

$6,910,840 46
26-T-30

For Extra Roominess
and Riding Comfort

COMPANY OF AMERICA

JUNK, SCRAP IRON AND METALS
BATTERIES AND RAGS

Gross Assets,
$9,496,725.44
Deduct items not admitted,
25,157.81

MORRIS GORDON & SON
6 T STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

AMERICAN BONDING COMPANY
OF BALTLMORE

ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1947
Mortgage Loans,
$19,000.00
Stocks and Bonds.
2.019,284.31
Cash in Office and Bank.
432,741 90
Agents' Balances
367.44870
Interest and Rents.
7.62702
All Other Assets,
17,802.70

Gross Assets,
$2,863,904.53
Deduct items not admitted.
72,867.67
Admitted.
$9,471.56763
LIABILITIES. DECEMBER 31. 1947
Admitted.
$2,791.036 06
Net Unpaid Losses.
$730,511.00
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
Unearned Premiums,
3,887,707.71 All Other Liabilities,
$389.426 03
All other Liabilities,
539.170.57 Voluntary Reserves,
55,000 00
Cash Capital
1,000,000.00 Cash Capital,
1.000,000.00

TEL. 388-W

Rear of Miller’s Garage

Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.314.178 35 Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.346,610.83

22-tf

Total Liabilities and Surplus,

J

1

Total Liabilities and Sur
$9,471.567 63
plus,

26-T-301

Your Old Drop-Head
Treadle

SINGER
SEWING MACHINE
ROUND BOBBIN
REGARDLESS OF AGE
No Obligation To Buv Anything

$25.00

CASH
WE CALL FOR MACHINE
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
WE GO ANYWHERE
WRITE

“YALE”
P. 0. Box 329, Rockland
29’30

28-T-32

MAINE U S. approved pullorumclean black sex link Pullets from twice
weekly hatches at 25c, cockerels at 6c.
These Barred Rock layers are from the
fine Combs Farms stock in New Hamp
shire and the Rhode Island Red males
are advanced R O P. birds from pedi
grreed old hens trapnested at Tread
well's Farms in Massachusetts. Can
furnish a limited supply of these fine
prize winning Rhode Island Reds for
breeding stock at 50c each DUTCH
NECK HATCHERY. Melville W Davis.
Waldoboro
Tel, 122-23
27*30

HEAVY Crossbred Cockerel Chicks for
broilers or roasters. $80 per thousand
Pullorum clean. WTLMOT DOW. Maine
Farms Hatchery, Waldoboro
Tel. 204
or 166 2
24*30
WE are booking orders for sex-linked
(Black | Pullets for April and May de
livery. All chicks sired by males with
dam records of 200 to 300 eggs Maine
pullorum clean, U. S. Approved; also
have cocke el chix available at six
ent each
L B ROKES & SON
Camden
Tel 2261.
30 35

WANTED
VETERAN offers Landscape Service,
lawns, shrubbery, flowers: no job too
-mall, none too large. N C GUNNER.
SON. South Cushing. Tel. Thomas*on 201 2 cr 201 4
___________ 30 33

CARPENTER Work
wanted, expe-t work
prices TEL 925-M.

of
at

all kinds
reasonable
30*lt

SECOND-HAND Furniture and An
tiques
wanted
Large
or
small
amounts. WEAVER. 15 Hyler St Tel.
Thomaston. 149*3.
30-33
HOUSEKEEPING Position wanted for
man alone Apply to MISS WHITCOMB
at the American House.
30*lt
WILL place two men 'in business for
themselves with no investment on their
part Must have car and furnish refer
ences.
See MR WRIGHT at Hotel
Rockland. Thursday. April 15. at 11
a m._________ ____ _____________ 30-11
SECOND HAND Sand Box for child,
wanted
HARRIET FROST 8 Summer
St Tel. 1466
30-31
WANTED at once’ Man or Women to
se vice customers for famous Watkins
products in Rockland.
Established
business brings $45 weekly average.
Wr.te J R WATKINS CO
Dept. C.
Starting Immediately. No investment.
Newark. N J.
30*lt
WASTE Removal and Light Trucking
wanted.
Prices reasonable
HYMAN
LUNT Tel 1552 M
29*37
CARPENTRY of all kinds wanted,
also odd Jobs, storm windows removed,
screens repaired, 3 men available. TEL.
886-R
29*30
HOUSEKEEPER wanted.
Two in
family
Good home
TEL 739-M-4.
Lincolnville, Maine.
28*30

Men—women

<

""antiques

wanted"

carl sim

MONS
Tel 1240. Rockland Me
______ ____ _
___ ____________ 89 tf
WE pay top prices for scrap iron,
metals, steel and rags MORRIS GOR
DON & SON. 6 T Rt . Rockland Tel
38R w
si.tf

MISCELLANEOUS
PORTRAITS, Graduation, Birthday,
and Anniversary Photos taken. Copying,
coloring, general photo-finishing
E.
C. HEALD, Box 144. Union. Me.
30-31
BICYCLES and Tricycles repaired and
painted like new.
RAVE’S CR'AFT
SHOP 14 Prescott street
26*T-3C
After this date I will pay no bills not
contracted by mysejf.
Charles F. Dow,
Rockport. April 9. 1948
29*31

BIKE

REPAIRING

WASHER REPAIRS
AND SERVICE
All makes of
Washing
Machines
Repaired.

Koller Service.
Prompt,
Guaranteed
Work

Large stock of Parts and
Accessories; New and Used
Bikes for sale.

FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY

Use Our E. Z. Payment Plan.

Bitler’s
Car & Home Supply

Bitler’s
Car & Home Supply

TEL. 677

470 MAIN ST.t ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 677
22-tf

22-tf

USE
OUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cenU. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 centa for two times. Five
small words to a line.

Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaaetta
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

EGGS & CHICKS

WANTED

476 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
$2,791.036 06

tions in advertising New England.
We ought to take the opportunity
of these advertisements and make
an industrial survey of our area
and go out and advertise our city
and bring in some new diversified
industries. I would also suggest
that we put on an industrial show
of the things made in our own
area and also back up a hundred
of the things madie in our own
area; also back up a hundred per
cent our Rockland Chamber of
Commerce to the extent that we
give it our personal time to help
work on our industrial development
of this area.
Visiting Rotarians: Leo L. Simensky. Biddeford-Saco: and T. H
Letson, Portland. Guests H M.
Porch,-Portland; Albert MaePhail,
Jr . and Norman Hammond, Rock
land.

EARN EXTRA MONEY
Showing one of America’s la-gest
lines of Infants’ Wear. Everything
the baby needs Featuring nation
ally advertised merchandise with
money b:rk guarantee We furnish
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN IN'S. CO.
sample kits. You simply take or
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1947
ders frem your friends and neigh
Stocks and Bonds.
$9.250 260 96
bors Everything shipped from our
Cash In Office and Bank,
906.254.25
warehouse direct. In small towns
Agents' balances,
497.941.70
we
give exclusive agency to one per
Bills Receivable.
6.11366
son Write us about yourself in con
Interest and Rents.
33,836.00
fidence.
giving references.
All Other Assets.
511 32C 48
CHILDREN 8 SPECIALTY CO..
Gross Assets,
$11,115,727
05
Box 148.
Greenfield Mass.
Deduct Items not admitted.
63 922 37
• •
30*31
Admitted
$11 051.804 68
UABILTriES. DEC 3! 1947
DO you want to increase your fam
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,752,905.87
Unearned Premiums.
3.148,654.56 ily income? Avon Products. Inc., offers
All Oher Liabilities.
530.54057 you the opportunity. Representatives
Cash Capital.
1.500 000 00 needed in Camden. Rockport. Thom
aston Warren. Rockland
Write MRS
Surplus over all Llabill
ties.
4 119.703 68 RUSSELL JOHNSON, Augusta Rd .
Waterville.
26*33
Total Liabilities and Sur
"cEiLINGs” Whitened. Painting and
plus,
$11,051.804 68 Paper Hanging. Expert workmanship.
28-T SB Rates reasonable. FRANK BUZYNSKI.
Thomaston Tel 178-4.
26tf
BIKE Repairing, large stock of parts,
accessories. New and U6ed Bikes. Use
our EZ pay plan.
BITLEIR CAR &
HOME SUPPLY. 470 Main St Tel 677.
Rockland
22tf
PIANOS and House Organs tuned.
$3 00 Pipe O-gans tuned. $50
JOHN
HUBBS. 69 Park St. Tel 199 MK 28*31

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES

150 William St., New York ,N. Y.
.ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1947
Stocks and Bonds,
$7,887 ^01.94
Cash in Office and Bank,
462,966.13
Agents’ Balances,
776,099.25
Bills Receivable,
22,112.06
Interest and Rents,
21*396.22
All Other Assets.
146,949.84

Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1947
Real Estate .
. . . $3,294,564.41
Mortgage Loans
., .
454.386.64
Collateral Loans
.. .
100.non.lit)
Stocks and Bonds
. . 165,894,970.00
Cash in Office and Bank . 23,770,750.30
Agents' Balances . . . 12,051 . tno.o4
Bills Receivable . . .
291,731.26
Interestand Rents . .
286,690.52
All Other Assets . . .
3,750.337.X5
Gross Assets . . .$209,891,800.62
Deduct items not admitted
1,019,089.41
Admitted. . . .$208,875,711.21
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1947
Net Unpaid Losses . . $23,250,037.33
Unearned Premiums . . 82,707,889.89
All Other I iabilitie.
6,298,744 17
Cash Capital .... 12,000,000.00
Surplus over ali Liabilities 84.619,039.52
Total Liabilities and Surplus $208,875,711.21
________________ i______________ 30 T 34

Tuesday-Friday

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CONDITIONAIRE Ice Refrigerator for
BABY'S Crib and mattress for sale,
sale, modern, whl'e enamel 6 ft JOHN | MRS FILIS YOUNG.Thomaston.
Tel.
W BURNS. Union Tel 36-12
30*31 ( 358 ________________________________ 30*11
BLACK Stove oil burners and wood
BAY Saddle Horse, weight 900 lbs . for
grates for sale
JOHN WBURNS, sale, with saddle. HELEN PUTANSU.
Union Tel 36-12
30*31 I Spruce Head.
30*31

PORTABLE Electric Sewing Machine
OAK Dining room Set, table and four
chairs; Concert Grand Piano. Porlor wanted C E GROTTON. 138 Camden
TeL 1091 W_________________ 29 30
Organ (Mason & Hamlin) and a humi 1 SSt
difier for sale
MRS WM KARL 13
TWIN Beds, mattresses and spring,
Granite St. Phone 933 J, City.
30 31 Rocking Chair for sale. $35. MRS. WTL
G MC ARMY Truck (1942) for <ale. LIAM CUMMINGS, 36 James St. Tel.
_________________________ 29-30
ten wheel drive. TEL 1457 .
30 31 923-J
Kli/N Dried Baled Shavings for sale.
1939 CHEVROLET half ton Pickup TEL 910-J
29 30
Five good tires, excellent engine with
NEW small Cottage for sale at Spruce
valves recently ground. Transmission
and rear end recently replaced. Mav Head Island__ TBL 9-W___________ 29*30
be seen at STANLEY S GARAGE 30 31
HARDY Shrubs for sale. Welgela.
Syringa.
Biidal wreath. Honeysuckle.
FOR SALE
Bittersweet.
each, Privet 3Oc, Weep
Business and home combination, 3 ing Willow, 60c
$1 00; also Perennials 25c.
ooms for .living quarters and large Glad Corms ,75c
per doz. THE DEANS,
room for store
Deal- in small gro
Tel 348-J
ceries confectione y and gasoline If 325 Old County Rd
29*30
not interested in the store business
use the whole building as a home. A ” UNDERWOOD-Standard Typewriter
good setup for the right party and for sh’c. never been used: 97 Limerock
reasonably priced at $1900.
St TEL 1018 W
29*30
F H WOOD.
MARQUETTE Welder. 275 amp slight
Court House.
Rockland ly vised, ready for use, complete with
__ _________ 30-31 wirev 220 switch box, arc. torch, two
FIVE Arrow Shirts. 2 McGregor Shirts, recepta' les. hood and tongs. $150 Con
size 14-32
Priced right CALL 793-W tact WARREN DORR at Sea View
29tf Garage, during day or 29 Spruce St.
evenings Tel 597-MK____________ 29*30
THOR Electric Gladiron. (1947) like
WALNUT Drop leaf Extension Table.
new
DOROTHY SIDELING ER
Tel Breakfast Set. set of Eight Goblets,
Warren 94
30-31 tulip design, other goblets, nine-foot
OIL Stove. 5-burner. for sale, in good steel Fishing Rod. 18 Steel Traps (size
condition; oven attached, bakes well. 1) 55 gal. Oil Drum. Chairs, Pictures,
MRS ZENA NELSON Tel Union 10-3 Rockers and many other items for
LAWRENCE WEAVER. 15 Hvler
_________ 30-31
street. Thomaston.
29 30
PLATFORM Scales with scoop, three i SIX ROOM House with bath, in
burner Oil Stove with oven. Stroller, Union for sale. For particulars call
two Cabinet Phonographs with rec 1 A C HEALD. Union Tel. 36 22. 29*30
ords. Girl'.- Desk, and round table and
BLACK Irofi Range with two oil
six Chairs
IAWRENCE WEAVER 15
Hyler St., Thomaston.
30-31 burners and three-burner city-gas aux
iliary. $50 P CLARKE. Tenant s HarSTEEL Dump Body, hoist and take i bor Tel. 30 5.
29*30
off $150
ALTON O PEOSE. North I
PET Monkey for sale W F PART
Appleton. Tel West Appleton 11-2
23-30
____________________________ 30*31 RIDGE. Warren. Tel. 65.
COKE for sale. $15; also Hard Coal"
WHIZZ Motor Bike for sale. Call at EEgg, Stove and Nut. 520.42. J B*
42 SOUTH MAIN ST
30*32 PAULSEN Tel Thomaston 62.
29tf
SINGER Sewing Machine, excellent
EVINRUDE Outboard Motor 5.4 h.p ,
condition, for sale. TEL. 1015 before used very little WILSON MERRIAM
12 o’clock, or write P O Box 183. 30-31 Union________________________ 29*30
GLENWOOD Range, complete with
BIRDHOUSES. Trellises, and Novelty
Fencing for sale, also Toys. RAYE‘6 oil burne coll and barrel. Circulating
Heater. Glenwood Ice Box. Couch. Bed.
CRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St.. City
30* T 36 Double Bed, Spring. Inner-spring mat
tress. and Children's Books for sale.
275 GAL. Tank and power Oil Burner, TEL 1021-M. or call at 34 Thomaston
______ _________________ 29'30
complete wi'h controls used less than street
two years, for sale. $135 00 Also light
ROUND Oak Dining Table with
Trailer with rack and extra wheel and chairs for sale $25; Oak Sideboard. 10
tire, good condition. $40. Tel. 387-3.
and other Articles; 27 WATER ST
___________________________________ 30 31 ___________________________________ 29*30
GIRL'S Bicycle for sale, 24 in. wheel
COOK Stove with gas attachments,
base, excellent condition. TEL. 807. j Cali TEL 577.____________________ 29*30
30tf
HOW/XRD 17 (Premier) Strawberry
SMALL 6-room House, with complete Plants for sale. State inspected; COD
bath for sale, also garage All good but orders filled: $2 per 100 LEROY LUCE,
needs finishing. Price completely fur address. Washington, Maine; residence
29*34
nished $2600 ; 25 Cedar St. or TEL. Union
759-J for particulars
30*31
ONE 1921 Model Mock Truck for sale.
Can be seen at City Garage. F D.
FORD Model A Marine Conversion
Purchasing
Agent,
Motor for sale. GERALD SMALL .Ash FARNSWORTH.
phone 957 Rockland____________ 29 30
Point. Tel. 375-4
30-It
SEVEN Milk Goats for sale, ToggenEXCELLENT Bluebe-ry Farm in War burgs. reasonable price. JACK MacNEIL
ren for sale. Wilte M S. care of The Tenant's Harbor.
29*30
Courier-Gazette
30*31
1935 OLDSMOBILE. 4-door Sedan.
HARLEY
DAVIDSON
Motorcycle Good tires, heater Call at STUDLEY
29*30
(1934) for sale, also Ilyld Dump 1*2 FURNITURE CO_______
yds complete.
Call at 14 Main St..
PIGS for sale, at the city Farm. Price
Thomaston.
30*31 $12
TELEPHONE 117 W city.
30 33
FORD (1941, for sale, excellent con
GRAY Saddle Horse, 10 years old.
dition. gcod tires. Can be seen after wgt 1000 lbs . safe for children. Will
sell or trade for young stock or cow of
5 or TEL WARREN 8-21 for details
OSCAR UPHAM. Union.
30*31 eoual value
TEL 6-2.
30-31
DAY Bed lor sale. $5. TEL 1182 J or
MY
Residence.
Also partly constructcall iFv 10 Brewster St.
30*lt
fcd House
DR REUTER
30tf
YEAR OLD 10-foot Skiff, complete i
ONE No 414 Model B Duotherm Oil
with oarlock6 and oars for sale FRAN burning Parlor Heater, as good as
CBS H PERRY 64 Summer 8t Tel new, for sale; also one Kenmore Elec
151 M_____________________________ 30*31 trie Rug Cleaner, used about 6 months,
onp Writing Desk, one large Extension
FOR SALE
Eight-room House, all modern im Table and Chairs. CALL 1059-W after
provements; barn attached
several 6 P nt____________________________ 28*30
acres of land, $9500.
OLDSMOBILE Convertible (1936) for
Eight-room House in good repair. sale. $250 00; 171 SOUTH MAIN ST
Large house lot.
Garage attached.
_________________________ 29*30
North End location, $4200.
BUILDING 22 Itx26 ft. for sale Must
An extra good Home of eight rooms, be sold at once regardless of price.
all completey modem and in first-class FREDERICK WALTZ. 12 Park St TeL
repair. Information by appointment.
838-R
27tf
A good trade in a new 5-room House,
all modern improvements.
Garden
spot; well located.
Two-family House, 5 rooms on each
side
Good location at North End ,
$3000.
Four-room House in good repair oxi
main highway, garden spot and privacy j
$2250.
An attractive, remodeled Home of 6 I
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
rooms; field stone fireplace; modem |
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
kitchen and bath; 40 acres of land: i
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
overlooking lake. $12,500.
REPAIRS
In Thomas ten, a good 4-room house, I
with 2 acres of land $4200.
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
In Thomaston, a good 6-room House, ;
modem bath and kitchen, garden spot; !
well located $6000
For Summer u e. a partly built Cab
in on an a'tractive shore lot; long
378 MAIN ST., "ROCKLAND, ME.
shore front and ample land for privacy
TEL. 202-W
$995.
Also other good vacant shore
26-lf
frontages on both ocean and lake and
cabins to put upon them. All at reaabe prices.
7 room* House in central location (I
VENETIAN BLINDS
mean central); 4 rooms, fireplace and
Custom built for your wlndowB,
sun porch on first floor; 3 sleeping aluminum slats, colors white, eggshell,
rooms and complete bath on second or ivory. Tape colors; mingle, duck
floor.
Ideal location for professional ivory, brown, mulberry, apple green,
man. $7000.
radio blue or black. Call UNITED HOM>
Estimated 10 acres of land (4 acres in SUPPLY CO . 579-589 Main St Rock
bluebe.ries this year,; wood-lot; nice land. Tel. 939 .
79tf
garden spot; 4-rocm house; electricity;
FEDERAL Tractor (1944) complete
water in sink. About 4 miles from
new motor, new rear end and six new
Rockland. $2200
tires, sanders, heater, defroster; also
P H WOOD,
Court House.
City 1945 Edwards Trailer, 28-ft. platform
body.
used
very little.
ISIDORE
30-31 PQUST, 41 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Tels.
1396 or 1221.
25tf
OUTBOARD Motors, sales and service.
TO LET
New and used motors in stock. BITLER’8* CAR & HOME SUPPLY. 470
22tf
UNFURNISHED four-room Apart Main St Tel. 677. Rockland.
ment with bath to let. Adults only.
GENTLEMAN'S Good-looking, Brown
TEL. 436-W.
k 30tf
Coat, lined with mtrmot, with otter
BUILDING, suitable for repair shop collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
lotf
to rent on Park street, next to Gulf Sta 793-W.
tion. V F STUDLEY. 172 Broadway
SLABS for sale. Approximately one
TeL 1234
30tf co d to load. $2.50 delivered. PIONEER
Tel
LARGE Front Room to let. centrally LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St. 93tf
located, for office or Other purpose. 324 M
TEI, 1285.
>
29 30
GAS House Coke ls now available,
$15 ton delivered for any heating or
TWO Unfurnished Apartments at I cooking need. M. B. & C. O. PERRY,
Rockland Airport to let. Heat, lights Tel. 487_______________________________ 88tf
and water furnished.
Call JACK
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
DODGE. Tel. 1054 M_____________ 29-30 I
Granite walks (any width), flreplacea,
TWO-ROOM furnished Apartment to i posts (any size) boat moorlnga, steps,
let. Enquire of V F STUDLEY. 172 ; flagging chips, and dust for driveway*
Broadway. TEL. 1234 or 1154
25tf 1 (no more mud) rip rap for all kinds
KITCHENETTE Apt to let. CALL of fills and dock work, pier stone, walls,
906-M
27*29tf founde'lons, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and monumental stone poets for
ROOM to let. adjoining bath, cen property markers and building sup
trally located. Private family. Adults ports. We will deliver anywhere. Ask
only. References. TEL 1106-M. 20*tf us about granite fill loaded on your
FURNISHED Heated Rooms and truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
Apartments are available at the FOSS obligation.
7
JOHN MEEHAN dt SON,
HOUSE Tel 8060_________________ 1-tf

BODY and FENDER
Work

Rowling’s Garage

WEBBER’S INN-—Board and Room by
day or week. Under new management.

CALL THOMASTON, 340-3.

Clark Island, Me. Tel. Rockland
A C. HOCKINO,
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor.

S!-4f
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VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Arnold Haskell who has
been guest at Mill River Farm the
past week has returned to her
home in Wollaston.
Capt. Leroy Wadleigh was a
Rockland visitor recently.
Richard Libby f and Miss Jane
Libby, students at the U. o{ M. and
Miss Elizabeth Weeks of Glens
Falls. N. Y., who spent a vacation
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Libby went Thursday to Glens
Falls, Iwhere Mr. and Miss Libby
will be week-end guests of Miss
Weeks.
One of the recent outstanding
social events was the party given
Wednesday night by the American
Legion Auxiliary to the American
Legion and other guests. Refresh
ments were served and the evening
passed with music, games and
dancing
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Converse
and Son, David of Reading Mass.,
were week-end guests at
The
Millers."
The "Nitwits” were entertained
Wednesday by Mrs. Anne Carver.
Lunch was served and the evening
devoted! to sewing and knitting.
Mr and Mrs. Alton Hopkins have
returned from a visit with rela
tives in Weymouth. Mass.
Mrs. EwKyn Arey was hostess
Wednesday to the Night Hawks
Lunch was served and the evening
pleasantly passed with sewing.
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
met Friday night at the home of
Mrs. Etta Morton. Lunch i was
served. High scores at cards was
won by Mrs. Margie Chilles, second
by Mrs. Dorothy Headley.
Mrs. Marion Littlefield was hos
tess to the Eastern Star Club Fri
day at her home i on Pleasant
street. Dinner was served followed
by the business meeting, after
which the afternoon was spent
sewing patchwork.
Mrs Anne Carver entertained
the EOT. Club at dessert bridge
Thursday afternoon. First honors
at cards went to Mrs. iMora Thom
as. second to Mrs. Evie Hennigar.
Mrs. Hazel Malcolm whp has
been guest of Mrs. Margaret Olidden for several week\ has returned
to Tulckmin, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs Keith Carver en
tertained a group of friends Friday
night at bridge with four tables at
play. . Lunch was served. First
men s prize at cards was awarded

Colin Winslow, second to Walter
Lyford; first ladies' prizes to Mrs.
Lilly White, second to Miss Mary
Maker.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Lloyd and
daughter. Cynthia, went Sunday to
Whitinsville, Mass., where they will
visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox
were given a party Thursday night
at Red Men's Hall by their daugh
ter. Mrs Patricia Crossman, Wey
mouth. Mass., to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of their marriage.
About 25 friends were present and
a delightful evening with games
and music was enjoyed. Lunch was
served, the large wedding cake
adorned with a immature bride and
groom, made by Mrs. Mary Brown.
Mr and Mrs. Maddox received as
gifts a pair of beautiful silver
candlesticks and purse of silver
dollars.
Guests at The Islander last week
were Harry Woodard, Jr.. Auburn;
Earl H. Dean. Belfast; (H L. Rawley, Tenant’s Harbor; Edward Auspland, Rockport; Frederick San
born. Waldoboro;
Fred Dahl
Quincv. Mass.; Robert Chandoin.
Portland Kenneth Post. James
Baum Charles Weed and Richard
Ames, Rockland.

This And That

By K, S. F

So does tlie heart keep green when
age drifts white,
And down hill the reluctant feet are
going.
Like northern grass, the spirit keeps
on growing,
And Springtime holds renewal and
delight.
• • • •.
Reverie
The afterglow in a singing heart
Beats mellow warmth for living but
None like the lonely heart can know
The -power of divine healing.
If cogent dreams throw shadows
|
true
Ftom gracious and wholesome
UNION
thinking
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood.
daughter Barbara with Mr. and Years pass swiftly like magic art
Mrs. Donald Caldftwood of Rock With time too short for valiant
part
land were dinner guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Man.sft»ld at In the trackless cfiama of living.
We've charge to keep In our trans
Kents Hill
it days
A stated meeting of Orient
Chapter. O.E.S., will be held Fri Headstrong youth and age requisite
day night. • Program committee is ■ Before we join in a last good night
Mrs. Euda Lermond and Mrs. Or meet a forewarning exquisite
Everett Prescott; refreshments. Mr. 1 In regions of melody and art
and Mrs Clarence Leonard and In afterglow of a ringing heart.
Mr and Mrs. tuclus Barker.
K. S. F
• • • •
k
Community club will meet in the
Methodist vestry Tuesday night,
Let your 'heart feel for the afflic
witli an exchange program by Wal tions and distress of everyone, and
doboro Womans Club.
! let your hand give in proportion to
Mr and Mrs. Elton Rich and ' your purse.—From George Wash
family of Corinna spent the week ington's letter to his nephew, Jan
end with Mrs. Rich’s parents. Mr uary 15. 1783.
and Mrs. Earl Butler. Their daugh
** ”
ter. Penny, observed her third birth
“Ho.v long was your last cook
day Saturday, and was joined by 'with you?"
several young friends in the aft
"She was never with us. She
ernoon for a jolly party They was against us from the start."
were Gall, Gary and- Richard Ki”k•• • •
patrick, Sheldon and Diane Jones
The following “Card of Thanks"
Judy and Jimmy Howard Kenny
Lucas, Teddy Goff. Joyce and Don appealed in a country newspaper.
ald Hills, Mary Alice Barker. Su "I want to thank the members of
san Lee IPeckham of Newport. R the fin department, my neighbois
and friends for their efficiency in
assisting at the fire which recently
burned my home to the ground."

FIVE DAY SERVICE

' I., and baby brother. Paul. The
mothers were all present, also Pen
ny's grandmother, her
great
grandmother. Mrs. Etta Butler and
aunt. Miss Muriel Butler.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess
went to Massachusetts Sunday to
visit Arthur IBurgess at the Beverly
Hospital, and found his condition
much improved. They also called
: on Mr and Mrs. Fred Philbrook
I at Hamilton, t

OW'S YOUR WATCH?

I Subscribe to The CmirieT-Gszette

7/

PIN-WORMS
NOW CAN BE BEATEN
Th© mineries of Pin-Worms have been
known for centuries, and millions of vic
tims have sought a way to deal with thia
pest that lives inside the human body.
Today, thanks to a special, medically
recognized drug a highly effective treat
ment has been made possible. This druj: is
the vital ingredient in P-W, the Pin-Worm
tablets developed in the laboratories of Dr.
D. Jayne & Son.
The small, easy-to-take P-W tablets act
in a special way to remove Pin-Worms. So
don’t suffer with the embarrassing rectal
itch caused by this ugly pest. Ask your
druggist for JAYNE'S P-W and follow the
directions.
P-W means Pin-Worm relief ’

r« fimou (•* »«r
pert watch repairing
service I All work done by
Craftsmen and — guaran
teed ! Estimates at n«
charge
«,

3

Page Five

TootUl, Timmy Fisette, Donald
Johnson, and Charles Foote.
It Seemed Harmless
High School Notes
Patricia Munro sang the “Dicky
Brooklyn, April 10.
Bird Song” while the jury was de
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
By Govemo r Horace Hildreth
liberating unsuccessfully and the But Burning Rubbish Heap
In reply to the question of We
Assembly Thursday at the High case will be continued in November.
Wanterknow" as to what station
Led To Destruction Of
The meeting of Room 9 was
Augusta, April 5—1 have been in on the radio advertises Mars School was under the auspices of
Appleton Buildings
called
by
President
Sandra
Perry.
terested to learn that the Youth candy bars, I am quite sure this the Freshman Class with Edward
Farm Labor Program will be con is the Dr I. Q. program at 930 Mosher conducting the opening ex More money is needed in the
South Appleton Ridge April 5,
treasury. The social was talked
tinued this year. John C. Cass, Monday night on WNBC. IWe
director of guidance for the Depart been listening to his fine program ercises. j The Freshmen Girls Glee over and these committees ap Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
In spite of repeated warnings by
Club sang, "Holy, Hcly, Holy," by, pointed : Decorating. Ann Blood and
ment of Education, has sent out no for years. Don't miss it.
Rev. J. E. Dykes; "The Ash Grove” Alice Crie; refreshments. Carol radio and the press, it didn't seem
Myrtle N. Haskell.
tices to superintendents throughout
Welsh folk song; "Li’l Liza Jane." i Kent and Lucy lewis. The date is possible there could be any danger
the State informing them that, with
Old Southern song, and Mistress ( not yet announced.
the exception of responsibility, the
PORT
CLYDE
in burning that small rubbish pile
Shady." President Charles E. Bick- ■
plan Is substantially the same as
Elvin Stone
In the back yard although pretty
nell, 2d, of the Junior Chamber of I
last year This year the Maine Em
EAST
LIBERTY
In the death of Elvin Stone which Commerce explained the require- j
near the buildings.
ployment Service will provide guid
Mr
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Colby
of
Kit

ance instead of the Agricultural Ex- occurred April 4. the town lost one ments, objects and Ideals of that
With no wind, a sprinkle oi water
tery
spent
the
week-end
with
his
admirable organization. Its mem
handy and plenty more in the cel
ticn Service of the State Univer of its oddest citizens.
mother
Mrs.
Gertrude
Skinner
at
Born in Cushing April 9. 1862. son bers must be 21 to 35 years, civic !
lar. there couldn't te any danger cf
sity. Samuel L. Hltchings, form
the Willis Ladd home. Other call mishap. But trouble lay In the fact
placement specialist, Maine Unem of Parnum and Harriet (Thompson) minded in thought and action, one ers
at
the
Ladd
heme
on
Sunday
Stor.e.
he
here
spent
part
of
his
of its present objectives is to im
that the rubbish pile wasn't entire
ployment Compensation ommlssion,
boyhood. Later the family moved prove Community Park, but the were Leslie Ladd and family. Rock ly done away with after being wet
will be the administrator.
port,
Ruuell
Colby
and
family
of
and
Elvin,
as
a
barefoot
bony,
knew
Chamber
talso
aims
to
attract
new
down and left to smoulder away. A
Activities this year will include
a boarding set-up fer boys of 14 to 'he rugged terrain of Monbegan industries to Rockland He an Belfast. A'lcn Colby and family and single spark may have started the
18 who wish to work and live on a Island It was his childish hands nounced an essay contest open to Lloyd Colby and family cf Liberty. tiny patli of flame that crept to
Maine farm throughout the Sum and those of his brother. George, Juniors and Seniors in the High Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Ward spent wards the buildings and before the
mer. -Each farm, to be approved for which transported from the main School, subject, "My Future in the week-end with relatives in Au occupant in the house was aware
thp barn on the "Jot" McCorrison
this work, must meet certain re land the first frogs ever to reach Rockland as a place to Live, Work gusta
and Play." He expects to find Walter B Chase who bought the place was in flames.
quirements. Primary consideration ; the island ponds.
In young manhood he went to criticisms and faults as well as ap Clarence Howts farm two and onewill be the boys’ welfare.
Help came immediately upon the
The day-haul groups, so-called, Friendship and was there employed proval in these essays. Essays will half years ago and with his family "all but too late to save the build
will comprise a second section by Owen Wincapaw and made fish be judged on the thought behind moved here from Walpole Mass., ings—the entire stand going up in
These youngsters, both girts and ing trips with Capt. Almond them as well as academic qualities died suddenly in his barn while do smoke. Quick work by willing
boys, will be transported between Thompson, it was here that he Prizes 10. first; $5. second; and ing his morning chores Friday April hands saved the furniture.
Since Joshua McCorrison's death
the farm and their homes morning married one of Capt. Thompson's $2.50 for third, to be awarded at 2, which was cn the date of his 65lh
He is survived bv his several years ago. The management
and night, and their work largely daughter. Alice Maud. They lived final assembly. Winning essays are birthday
to
be
printed
in
The
Courier-Ga

in
Cushing
a
number
of
years
and
wife
and
three
sons
Prank
of
Ro;
kcf this blueberry farm has been in
will be the harvesting of crops.
zette.
land. George of Chicago, and Stew the hands of the widow. Della M’
Work and travel will be supervised, later moved to Port Clyde.
Most of his life was spent lobster
A stolen gun. a missing necklace, art Chase of this place. Funeral and Corrison ably assisted by 'on Hugh
as in the past.
• • • •
fishing and very few were the morn and an innocent insurance man burial were in Nashua, N. H
until his marriage and subsequent
Ernest Davis received word cf the removal to a home of his cwn at
Many undoubtedly have read cf ings that his boat was not one of haled before the court on involved
the recent meeting of New England the first to leave the harbor. His circumstantial evidence brought death of his brother, Harry Davis the Vil age Since that time. Mrs.
Green Pastures contest in which Sloop was the second here to con comedy and authentic court proce which occurred suddenly. April 3. McCorriscn has carried cn alone
dure to Judge Donald Marsh's while fighting a grass fire near his She is now with her son.
Maine is entered. A large number vert from sail to motor ppwer.
During his life he became j mem court at Rockland High School in home in Taunton Mac
He was
—Annie Ripley.
rf Main’s 601 dairymen, members
of 19 dairy herd improvement asso ber of the Knights of Pythias and a mock trial under sponsorship of thp youngest sen of the late Harri
The
I
cval
Order
of
Morse.
,
tlie
'Problems
of
Democracy
Class
son and Martha Boynton Davi.
ciations, and some o! Maine's beef
TENANT’S HAPROP
Friends found him ever ready I Hie villain. James Harrison oore He was born in this neighborhood
raisers already are participants. I
Mr.
and Mrs T Edward Karlsson
‘
a
surprising
resemblance
to
good
'o
lend
a
hand
or
show
a
kindness.
64 year.- ago. and lived a part of his announce
have "sparked" the contest as best I
the birth of Paul Herbert
locking
William
'
Harriman.
Leon

Of
a
quiet
nature,
he
appreciated
life
here
where
he
had
many
friends
could by accepting the challenge for
Karlsson at New York Hospital.
ard
Galiano
was
prosecuting
attor

home
life.
He
was
married
to
Josie
Kane
of
the State. In cooperation with the
York City. on March 79. lp43
In later years he enjoyed read ney while Peter Sulides labored Montville who survives him. He New
Maine Pasture Committee, whose
Mi Karlsson, editor of the Repubmembers are Harold J. Shaw. San ing his Bible. The faithful attend- valiantly for the defense. Marilyn also leaves a daughter. Alice, a lican Review is the former Alvaford; chairman Richard F. Talbot I ance of his paster Rev. Earl Hunt j Cites was the busy clerk of courts brother. Ernest Davis of Montville lenp Pierson of Tenants Harbor.
Orono secretary; Robert H. Bcoth- was a great source of comfort to The State’s witnesses Dorothv Pet- and a sister. Laura Dcdge of Wis
tee. Clifford Harper Ruth Bowley. casset.
P-oh TV’e Courier-Gazette
by. Livermore; Edward B. Denny, him.
He is survived by two daughters and Christine Hurd, told of the
Damariscotta; Ro.ss Elliot. East
circumstantial
evidence
against
Corinth; Roland Sanbcrn, Gorham: Mrs. Burton Clark, Port Clyde, with
and A K Gardner, Commissioner whom he made his home and where ' which witnesses Charles Harvey.
he received tender care: Mrs. Ed- Joan Proctor and iPhilip Magltz
1 of Agriculture. Augusta.
The Green Pastures contest origi ; ward Armstrong of Willimantic. ; testified Ifor the defense. The jury
nated In New Hampshire and if | Conn.; two sisters. Mrs. Wilbur A ln"!udcd. Stanley Walsh foreman:
Maine wins, I expect a new hat Morse of Friendship; Mrs. Alvah Dick Jones Henriella Stiles Arlen,.
from Governor Charles Dale of the Chadwick ot Port Clyde: one grand- Cross. Bill Paul. Djinia Gardner
Granite State after the judging this l daughter. Miss Isa'relle Clark, Pert Earlene Perry. Laura Hyvari. Lois
Clyde and several nieces and
Summer.
• • » •
nephews.
Interment was in the family lot
Health and Welfare CcmmisYOUR TREES
sioner David H. Stevens informs me at the South Parish cemetery.
' that blind men and women of the
THEY
ARE VALUABLE!
OWL’S HEAD
State earned nearly $1000 last year
by participating in the Home InOwls Head Grange supper at.
Give them the care they deserve.
{ dustries program of the depart ■ South Thomaston Wednesday nigh,
For—
ment. It is indeed gratifying to j Is at 6 30.
knew that our handicapped citizens
Leland Perry is seriously ill at
PEUNING
are anxious to learn how to do han his home.
Plenty In Stock, With No Restrictions
FEEDING
diwork. the sale of which not only
helps their morale but also adds i two teachers, themselves blind, who
SPRAYING
to their income, it is a reflection are trained to teach blind person
ANY SIZE
BRACING
of the real spirit of our Maine citi how to make handiwork than can
zens whose motto has always been be sold. Information regarding
PLANTING
to do their best tc be self-support this program may be secured by
PROMPT DELIVERY
CAVITIES
ing.
writing Mrs Emiiy T. Murchie, Di
Twenty-five producers under the rector, Division of Seri ices for the
Call Robarts Tree and
supervision of the Department''' Di Blind Ht alth and Welfare Depart-j
vision of Services for the Blind ment, Augusta.
Landscape Service
made various types of articles which
were sold jointly with the Penob
Ninety percent of the British CAMDEN, ME TEL. 785
scot Association for the Blind oi people now have as their ideal the •
TELEPHONE 487,
ROCKLAND. ME.
Bangor. The total amount of sales one-family home.
Established 1933
for 1947 was $967 07 which was an
28*39 j
Increase cf $150.00 over the previ Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ous year Of this amount, $718.66
was paid for labor to producers
•. i- - >working under the supervision of
-A
_
the department Plans for expand
ing this program this year are now
r 'S
underway. The department has
-J
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CA PIT!)L STUFF

A Radio Program

KEEP

WARM

BURN

COAL

M. B & C. O. PERRY

3

-ft

COMMERCIAL

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layasidv
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland's Original Credit Jewelers

PHOTOGRAPHY

MANHATTAN JEWELERS. INC.

All Types of Commercial
Photography: Groups,
Weddings, Industrial.
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

J7« MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL 1202

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating
32-T-tf

X

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
United States Branch
PALATINE INSURANCE CO., LTD.
OF LONDON, ENGLAND
A38ESTS. DEC’ 31. 1947
Mortgage Loans. (Participa
tion Certificates),
$7 500.96
Stocks and Bonds
3.502.313.73
Cash in Office and Bank,
360.309 82
Agents’ Balances.
276.676.60
Bills Receivable.
13,642.64
Interest and Rents.
11,887 18
All Other Assets.
25.328 17

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770
97’tf

Arthur L. Orne, Inc.

Gross Assets,
$4,198,159 10
Deduct Items not admitted,
13,814.15
Admitted.
$4,184.344 95
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses.
$404,178 00
Unearned Premiums,
1,832,664 34
All Other Liabilities.
118.181.65
Cash Capital (Statu
tory Deposit),
500,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities 1,309.320.96

PROTECT

204 Broadway, Rockland, Me.

MARINE MOTORS

WHAT YOU
HAVE

Tel. 1042-W

We Are Now Showing

O INI.

CD. N. A.

PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INS. CO. NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS’ INS. CO.
90 John St., New York. N. Y.
Providence, Rhode Island
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1947
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1947
Mortgage Loans,
$9,250 00
Real Estate.
$.586,611 95
AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE INS. CO.
8.995.176.79
80 Malden Lane, New York. 8, N. Y.
Stocks and Bonds,
23.275.200.81 Stocks and Bonds.
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank.
3.032,914.64
Cash In Office and Bank.
2.960.339 68
ASSETS. DEJC 31. 1947
607.764.89
Agents* Balances.
3.417,603.80 Agents’ Balances,
Real Estate,
$2,685 632 32
27.404.60
Mortgage Loans.
12,906.25 Interest and Rents,
37,736.02 Bills Receivable
Interest and Rents,
27,082.89
1.443.904 58
Stocks and Bonds.
31.063.690 00 All Other Assets.
All
Other
Assets.
937.623.75
Cash In Office audBank,
2,347.198 61
$31,721,396 84
Agents’ Balances,
2,664,099.74
Qross Assets,
Gross Assets.
$13,637.217 56
Bills Receivable.
61.483 84 Deduct items not admit
208,269 47 Deduct Items not admit
Interest and Rents,
56,489.84
ted.
ted.
296.708.81
All other Assets,
122.16000
Admitted.
•
$31.513 127.37
Admitted.
$13,340.508 75
Gross Assets,
$39,013,660.60
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1947
Deduct Items not admit
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
$4,237,146.31 Net Unpaid
ted.
109,304 21 Net Unpaid Losses.
Losses.
$1,139 999.33
Unearned Premiums.
13.701.111.07
4,059,099.59
1,313,539 70 Unearned Premiums,
$38,904 ,356 39 All Other Liabilities.
Admitted.
All
Other
Liabilities.
822.102.25
Cash Capital.
4 000,000 00 Cash Capital.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
2,000.000 00
Surplus
over
all
Liabili

Net Unpaid Lo-ses.
$4,292,829.35
Surplus
’
over
all
Liabili

8.261.330 29
ties.
Unearned Premiums.
12,086,822.37
ties.
5.319.307 58
All other Liabilities.
1.083 853 06
Total
Liabilities
and
Sur

Cash Capital.
5.000,000.00
Total Liabilities and Sur
$31,513.127
37
plus.
Surplus over all Liabili
plus. ____________________ $13 340,508 75
ties.
16.440.851 11
NATIONAL SURETY CORPORATION EQUITABLE FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
New York, New York
Providence, R. I.
Total Liabilities and Sur
ASSETS DEC 31, 1947
plus._____________________ $38,904,356 39
ASSETS. DECEMBER 31. 1947
Real Estate.
$500 001 00 Stocks and Bonds.
$7 995.477 00
CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO. Stocks and Bonds,
$33,608,056.18 Cash in Office and Banks. 1 109.066.69
Andover. Massachusetts
Cash in Office and Bank.
3.886,897 43 Agents’. Balances,
993,646 86
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1947
Agents’ Balances.
2.439,508.56 BiUs Receivable.
18,138 60
Mortgage Loans,
$81 358 22 Inte est and Rents,
73,722.79 Interest and Rents.
23,710.15
Stocks and Bonds,
1,307.727.95 All Other Assets.
202.180 27 All other Assets,
18.533 50
Cash in Office and Bank.
232.52952
Agents' Balances.
98.46539 Gross Assets.
$40.71035623
Gross Assets.
$10,158,572.80
Interest and Rents.
10,99139 Deduct Items not admitDeduct Items not admit
All Other Assets.
25892 ted.
945.365 20
ted.
37.021.20
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus^_______
____ $4.184.344 95

111

_ .

Gross Assets,
$1,731,331.09
Deduct items not admitted
56.486.56
Admitted.
$1,674.844 53
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses.
$87,867 00
Unearned Premiums.
1.052.258.50
AH Other Liabilities,
33.509.73
Surplus over all Liabilities,
501.212.30
Total Liabilities and (Sur
plus,

Admitted.
$39,765,001.03
Admitted Assets.
$10,121.55160
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1947
LIABILITIES. DECEMBER. 31. 1947
$599,337.84
Net Unpaid Losses,
$4,912,256.90 Net Unpaid Losses.
2.537,655.64
Unearned Premiums,
10,350.542.07 Unearned Premiums.
131,906 95
All Other Liabilities,
2 828.879 82 All other Liabilities.
1,000.000.00
Cash Capital,
2.500.00000 Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabili
Surplus over all Liabili
ties.
5.752,651.17
ties.
19 173.322 24
Total Liabilities and Sur-

Total Liabilities and Sur
$i,674.844^3

PACKARD

28-T-32

plus.

$39,765.001 03

plus.

$10,121,55160

MARINE MOTORS

F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP. MAINE

58-tf
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SERVICE

JUST STEP

ON

THE

GAS

X

AND

ft’s tomorrow's kind of driving ... in tomorrow’s kind of car!
WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS!

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
19*81 RANKIN ST.,

ROOKLAND

There’s no clutch pushing, no gear shifting, when you go the
Futuramic, Hydra-Matic* way. For an extra burst o( pick-up, just
step all the wav down on the accelerator. WHIRLAWAY does the
rest . . . shooting you ahead with an instant flood of power. It’s
perfect for passing . . . ideal for hills . . . vital for emergencies!

® LDSMOB1 LE
FOR

The Oldsmobile "98” is far ahead of the times in ultra-modern
design, too. It’s new! It’s diflerent! It’s FUTURAMIC!

SEE

YOUR NEAREST

1948

♦ Hydra-Matic Drive, white sidewall tires optional at extza cost.

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
WINTER STREET,

97-T-tf
I Turn *• your SCRAP ,. .

T» hem

into STEEL . . . ft

ROCKLAND

tarn ««( your OLDSMOBILE! ■

TEL 889

. Twm in HENRY

J. TAYLOR. Mndtnl .Vetworft. Afotufay* ntorf Frtdaei

Tuesday-Friday .
ROCKPORT

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 13, 1948
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THOMASTON
Mrs Marshall Richardson of Gor
ham was week-end' guest of Mis.
Fannie Howard. Beechwood street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Henry anc
son Donald, and Harold Edelsteln of
Nashua. N. H., Misses Gaffney of
Augusta and William Callahan of
Augusta, who were called here bv
the death of Walter Henry, have
returned hoime
Edward Coates a student at the
Unive sity of Maine, spent the week
here with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Earl Coates.
William Kyle of Winchester, Mass.,
was recent overnight guest of Mrs
James Carney. Kossuth street, and
on return his mother. Mrs. Mary
Kyle, accompanied him to her home
ln Marlboro. Mass., after visiting
Mrs. Camev for several weeks.
Mrs John Shields is ill at her
home on Kossuth street.
The second in a series of benefit
card parties will be Held tonight at
7.30 at Masonic Temple
Parent-Teacher Association will
meet. Thursday night at 7.30 in the
High School gymnasium.
The
round table discussion which was to
be held on this date has been
changed to May 20 The 4-H Club.
Girl Scouts and National Honor
Society will take charge. The nomi
nation committee will present a slate
of officers for 1943-49: al'O a report
will be heard from Mrs. Brooks,
committer chairman on the project
to raise funds this year.
Mrs. Harriet Buzynski was hostess
at a party given recently at her
home on the Meadow road. Those
present were Mrs. Cathleen Hunt.
Mrs. Joan Little. Mrs Jeanie Butler,
Mrs. Viena Benner, Mrs. Clyde But
ler. Mrs. Mildred Butler Mrs. Nellie
Ifemey. Mrs. Hattie Tillson. Mrs
Elvie Fuller, ali of this town: Mrs

Raymond Mains of Bremen, and
Charles Harris of East Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robbins and
daughter Bonnie Lee have moved
tom the Ardcllc Maxey house on
Main street to tlie Lizzie Levensaler
house on Gleason street.
Grace Chnptei, OE.S., will hold a
supper at 6.30 at Masonic Temple,
Wednesday; followed by initiation.
Esther and Martha night will be ob
served. Mrs. Marion Grafton will
be chairman of the supper, assisted
by Mai ion Hubbard. Evilo Creamer
and Shirley Williams, with Mrs.
Katherine Lunt in charge of the
dining room.
Mrs. John Hewett is guest of Mrs.
Marden in Portland for a week.
At the Miayflower Temple, P. S„
Circle Fair, which was held at K.
P hall Friday afternoon, prizes
were won by Mrs. Sttlla Stone, doll;
Miss Elonia Woodcock, rug; Percy
Studley. quilt, and Mrs. Ruby Allen,
cake.
Miss Mildred Demmons was
luncheon guest Friday of Mrs Adel
bert Simmons in Port Clyde.
Irville Luce, 62c, who has been
spending ar. eight-day leave with
his mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Luce,
returned today to Great Lakes, Ill.,
where he is stationed.

WE HEAR THE OTHER SIDE

iead. "Cog hog tonight. 99 is not
100.” It didn't make sense, so when
a new operator came on he asked
Former Manager Of Postal for a repeat. The new message
which, cleared tiie mystery read,
Telegraph Office Dies In "Con.
___ _ ______
I,one tonight,
Lulu__is net
Cambridge: Funeral Here well Tlie diffeience was merely
in the method of sending, the first
Charles Albert Pease, veteran op '
o manipulating the key so
erator who formerly managed the lapidly that the dots and dashes
Postal Teleg:a,ph office in this city, ran together.
Called upon to take his first press
died in a Cambridge, Mass., hospi
despatch he took down In the course
tal Thursday after a week's illness, of the message a combination of letThe remains w-ere brought to Rock ters that - relied1 out “tpotus.’' He
land where services were held in the had to acknowledge his'limitations
......... , Parlors D
,when
It »•««
was evniainerl
explained that
that stock
stock
Bui . Funeral
Sunday
aft- when >»
e;noon> Rev cllarle5 R Monteith phrases were frequently sent out by
the
resatlonal Church of- initials only and that the strange
flriatinE, mterment was in Achorn combination was a contraction of
the much used phrase, “The Presierne
The deceased, who was better dent of the United States.’’
In 1903 Pease was transferred to
, known here in his old home city as
“Bert ’ Pease, had made his home Chicago and two events which hapwith his sister, Mrs. Lillian Chap penes? there always stood out in hls
"
man in Cambridge since his retire memory
Dec. 39 of that, year he and hls
ment.
Mr Pri se began his long tele roommate had planned to attend
graphic service as a messenger with the performance cf “Mr. Blue Beaid''
the Postal Telegraph Company in at the Iroquois Theatre. Scheduled
this city, starting Jan 4. 1890 Like to go off duty at 2 p. m. both were
every messenger in those days he required to work an hour overtime
began to leant the mysteries of send- due to a shortage of operators. That
ing and receiving at once. After extra hour of work may have saved
serving the required three years to their lives for lt was during that
become an accepted! operator, Peatje performance that the famous fire
became manager of the Lewiston occurred at the Iroquois causing the
office at the age- of 17
loss of hundreds of lives and many
One time he tcck a message that injuries. Having previously regis-

(Continued from Page One
ten recently are plainly hitting be
the belt and their accusations
credit, the department has shown low
which are not based on real facts,
mazing progress during the past are cnly a little short of being libel
two years. One senses a sincerity lous and slanderous.
of purpose and a desire for con
“I would be delighted to sit down
structive accomplishment while with any person or group of persons
talking to the Commissioner and and answer all questions pertain
his staff They are alert and inter ing to the department and endeavor
ested in their jobs and appear to to correct the misinformation that
be looking to the future while striv it being circulated. To date verying to do a bang-up job for the few peope from Rcckland and vicinpresent.
ity have ever requested such inThe turning point in the fortunes formation from the department or
of the department came at the last myself
session of Legislature when the
Our activities are public property
lawmakers provided substantial and we are a ways available and
funds and other co-operation that happy to explain them, so there is
made possible the launching of an no excuse for such attacks until
all-around program of service to those behind them have made a
the industry. Previously the de fair effort to obtain the truth.
partment's work had been princi
“Our severest critics are usually
pally devoted to lobsters with con those who have run afoul of the
sequent neglect of many of the conservation laws or those who. be
ether important species and fishing cause of the law. are unable to dc
activities.
; as they please with our fisheries
“Our purpose is to build an organ- resources "
ization that will fairly represent all
"In closing the interview Reed
phases cf the industry but naturally stated that the fishing Industry in
we plan to put more stress on those j generai was getting to be more conthat have the greatest immediate servation conscious and that a
and potential economic importance, ; great percentage of those engaged
the Commissioner stated.
in it were co-operative with his deBasically the department s activi- ; partment. He praised Gov. HilAnderson Services
ties has been divided into four divl-1 ^th for his Interest ln the welfare
Military funeral services were held sions. le.. propagation and conser-j o{ the industry and told cf manFriday afternoon at the Davis Fu
ration, administration, law en- instances whereby the chief execu
neral Home for Howard V Anderson forcement
marketing and de- yve jlad ta^en the leadership in
and two sons, Robert and David, velopment. and
Each function is headed I constructive activities.
with Rev Hubert F. Leach officiat by a competent
man who through
“We certainly do not know all cf
ing and the American Legion at constant study and experience is
the answers, but we want to learn
tending.
becoming increasingy valuable to them. There will always be prob
Mr. Anderson. 28. and son David, the State.
lems arising and if we' can make a
18 months, died as a result of bums
Reed smiled at the reporter’s I reasonably good showing on behalf
from fire which swept their second query about reports that the depart- j
industry we will feel that our
tory apartment in Church street, ment was planning to build a job and work is worthwhile.”
Whitinsville, Mass., early Sunday $65,000 boat to replace the Maine I
writer found a very frendly
Sunday morning. Apil 4 Robert, which has been sold to a New York l and co-operative group at the Sea
four years old, died from inhalation party.
jand Shore Fisheries offices and left
of smoke.
"That is about as accurate as. wRh a mUch better understanding
Howard was born in Thomaston some of the other misrepresents- of the department’s plans and probNov. 26. 1919, son of Mr and Mrs. tions that are being spread among I iems
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Edwin Anderson, proprietors of An fishermen and the general public by , one is amazed by the wide va- 1
derson’s Cafe. During his school people who do not like us.” he said. ; ,-iety of interests and activities con- i
year he was active in baseball and
Producing plans for a 56-fcot pa- j fronting the Commissioner and his j
basketball at Thomaston High trol and research boat. Reed said staff each day. They reach to all
School where he graduated in 1938 that, if built, the craft would cost j corners of the country arid to all I
Alter graduating he was employed the department from $5020 to $SOr~ sections of the State. One minute j
by the Cushman Bakery Company out ot its current appropriations j R may
a cjam pollution problen
in Topsham. In 1939 he married The total cost of the craft and en- jn Bjdeford and next a wrangle over '
Alice Fagev ol Thomaston and they zine would be about $20,000. Of alewives in the East Machias river,
made their home in Topsham for this amount $5000 is available -phe lobster fishermen at Isle au
two years, later going to Whitins through the sale cf the Milne. Haut present a highy explosive
ville. Mass, where he had employ Other agencies that will have use for question and this is followed by a *
ment as machinist at the Whitins the boat are contributing $4000 and call from Washington for Reed t
ville Machine Co. Shortly after the negotiations have been practi-ally testify at a Congressional hearing
outbreak of World War II he en completed to obtain a surplus diesel or to speak at a dinner sponsored :
listed in the Sea Bees and while engine from the U. S. Fish and by the National Fisheries Institute
overseas he was transferred into Wildlife Service in exchange for The Atlantic State Marine Fish
the regular Navy with the rating of mutually beneficial cc-operation.
eries Commission requests the Com
Much of the interior work would missioner to come to New York for
M M.S.3c. He served two and onehalf years in the service and saw be completed by regular department an important meeting one hour and
action in the Philippine Islands personnel who are expert carpen- next Hollywood wants the State to
Upon returning home he resumed
cooperate on a publicity stunt.
When the Maine, which has alit is impossible to adequately
hls work at Whitinsville. Mass.
Surviving relatives are his wife ways been a white elephant, was cover the work cf the department,
problems and possibilities In one
Alice, and daughter Barbara. 8: his put up for open bid last Fall. 21
nsrents. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin An nersons made offers, the highest article and that Is why the writer
of
which
was
$4500
and
13
of
the
is locking forward to future visits
derson o'Thomaston; three brothers
Denald of Medford. Conn.. Dnusla'- bids were under $3000. She was at such a good source cf interest
never
satisfactory
for
our
work
and
ing news stories and activities.
o' Port Clyde, and Vaughn of HempPerhaps the most significant cf
Si-eadi. N Y.: an aunt, Mrs. Doris we were faced with the necessity of
either
spending
several
thousands
all the facts learned was that oth
Mitchell of Thomaston: two uncles
Ocar B. Arder-on of Beverly, Mass cf dollars to repair and rebuild or er States are now looking towards
Maine as a leader in progressive and
and Albert Anderson of Thomaston. to dispose of her.’
“If we do get the new boat, we aictive fisheries administration.
The bearers were his classmates,
vho were Corydon Adams, William wil have an efficient piece cf equip
Johnson, Oliver Niemi. Arthur Up- ment with which to do some con
GAWIDEN
werk.” he continued.
hom. Harol-' Jameson and Frederick structive
Mrs. Harold Jameson Is in Bos- j
Ommenting on a new licensing
Elwell. Bu'ial was in the village system
promulgated bv the legisla ton lor a few days.
cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery 'Matheson ;
ture, Reed said that about 98 rt of
are spending a couple of weeks
The Sierra Nevada Mountains in the progressive fishermen and deal here,
with headquarters at Green
California have 41 peaks higher ers were in accord with it.
THURS., FRI., SAT.
“These men realize that their de Gables.
than 10.000 feet.
Mrs.
Blanche Kimball. Pearl J
partment must have funds If it is
THREE
DAYS
THREE
going to operate with any degree street, is today celebrating her 90th
cf efficiency cr success and are birthoay.
Mrs. Deane Osborne of New York
than willing to do their part
GILBERT C ’ AITF more
to help improve and protect their City was ln town recently, visiting
her Summer home on the Belfast 1
industry,” he said.
FlINFRftL HOME
Reed agreed that there were road.
“ MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDF'
bound to be inconsistencies and in- • Marshall Foxwell has returned to
ms’ices cropping up from such a Yale University after spending his j
TEL «225
sweeping change and that he would Spring (vacation with his mother, |
advocate ttiat these be taken care of Mrs. Betiy Foxwell.
Mrs. W. L. Dickens will entertain
DOROTHY 8. LAITE
at the next session of Legislature
“The committee could not possibly
at her
Licensed Funeral Dirertm
foresee every angle and ramification, home on Chestnut street.
Community
Hospital
Auxiliary
ROBERT E. LAITE
but all in all it did a mighty good
will meet at the Cnngre”*’1”"’’
job.”
FA 91 F EAMF8
In answer to a report that a clam Parish House today for a business
S-tf
digger needs several licenses in or- meeting at 2.30 and Dr. Datic
er to sell his harvest. Reed stated Mann will give a talk at 3.30. Tea ;
that such was not the case and will be served at 4 o'clock.
The High School play, “The
that by law any fisherman could
Donovan Affair.' a mystery bx j
dispose of his catches without ad Owen
Davis, will be presented ■
•niri
ditional permits.
Clam flats which are closed be Thursday, under the able direct ion
cause of pollution present the de of Miss Ethel Oliver, English in
in the 'high school.
In.
partment with many of its worst structor
TODAY, WED., THURS.
the cast are Robert Witham. Joy 1
headaches and apparently because True.
Doris Mac Hopkins. Milton
Double Feature Program
the general public does not under Christie.
Jack Henderson, Parker
stand the reason for such regula Laite, Arthur Lunt, Betty Thurs
tions. Reed stated that the U. S ton. Charles Dudley, Louis Arau, J
Public Health Service set up certain Leo
Arau. Lawrence
Sparta,
standards to which clams have to Georgia Williamson, Linden Chris
conform before they can be accept tie. Tickets for reserved seats will |
ed in interstate commerce.
be checked at the Opera House, be
“If Maine refuses to conform to ginning today
the Federal regulations they can
Capt. Frank Swift and his sec
immediately impose an embargo on retary. Miss Betty Miller, arrived i
all
of
our
clams
which
would
eort
STAMINO
I\ "
4#
.
, ,,,.
- j „
Thursday to prepare for the Sumhe State several millions of dollars mer>s -windjammer Cruises.” CapI #
a year and we canot afford to take tain Swift reports an excellent sec
JACK
such chances, just because a few ond Winter of his “Shanty Cruises’
\ ALL THE >
people insist upon disregarding the in Florida.
laws,” he said.
Mrs. Alden Dow twas the winner
Reed further explained that ex of the first prize at the Grange
amination of the flats was a respon whist party last Saturday night;
sibility of the State Department of Miss Harriet Gill won the second;
wiiTM fATLIIT
riTLHT /
WAITH
Agriculture and that his department and william Jillson of Rockland
MINNA GOMBfLI
ELl A il
had no voice in determining which again received the consolation
HOW COMIGAN
areas should be closed
Ladies of the G A.R. will meet at
“Naturally we get all the blame the Orange Hall. Friday, beginning
* FINf 110815 Patet*
because we are charged with the with a picnic supper at 6 o’clock.
hidtHiilANrtUWUlC
job of enforcement'
Mrs. Freda Demarest has arrived
Commenting on attacks which aj ner home at Lincolnville Beach,
Plus Hit No. 2
have been made against his depart--------------------------------ment and himself through the press
and a flurry of petitions, Reed said
that any responsible public official
MBEWMW
who is sincerely trying to do a good
unjtL cto^cm.4. efi otJitaA'
job has to expect criticism.
"As a matter of fact we welcome
and need c onstructive suggestionScreen Play by Pete- Milne
ywC
but some of those who have writ-

Charles A. Pease

gowfiate

tered' their disapproval for the over. |
time work they went back to the J Mrs p g Edwards has returned
office and thanked the manager .'or j home after spending five months
keeping them away from the per- in the Western States,
formance.
Mrs. Cora Morrill has arrived
Pease was working the San Fran- from Arlington. Va,, where she
cisco wire from Chicago on the night spent the Winter with her daughof April 18, 1906. when the news of ter.
the earthquake in the California, Mme. Sea Snboshutz leaves
city came through. He was on duty Thursdayfor Philadelphia. She
for 48 hours at a stretch following will return later for the Summer
the disaster, stopping only long season.
Fred A. Norwood. W.RAT. will
enough to eat the food that wa
meet Thursday with Mrs. Della
brought to the office,
Miller.
From Ohieavo Pease went to Mem
Schools are closed for one week’s
phis, Tenn.. thenlfr'k North to Boston. Providence.*!!
Providence,I., claimed his vacation.
Joseph Gculd of Detroit. Mich.,
attention for four years,
spending a few days in town.
Durin; World War 1 he served as is The
Farm Bureau will meet
a telegiaph operator in the Navy
Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Department.
Mr. Pease s wife was the late Katherine St Clair, Rockland.
will be Mrs. Evelyn M.
Fmma (Peck) Pease, who died 19 Sneaker
Holmes of Belfast and the subject.
years ago
•Stencilling."
Dinner committee Ls
He Is survived by a son, Albert
Pease of Kezar Falls, who with hts Lizzie Fiench. Bernice Freeman
Clara Smith.
wife accompanied the remains to and
Mrs. Maynard Graffam and sons
Lillian
Rockland,;
a
sister,
Mis
Chapman; and ' a granririaughter. ! "Sanrly ’ and ,Emmie spent the
_ 7
i wpek-end ln Portland.
1 Mrs Effie Salisbury and Mr. and
In common with a great ma Mrs Frank Salisbury spent Sunday
•
jority of da‘ly and weekly news 1 in Bath.
The Wesleyan Guild will meet
papers. The Courier-Gazette op
erates on a pay in advance basis. Wednesday with Mrs. Dorothy
Please re-subs-ribe at once when 1 Crockett.
A quarterly conference will be
your notice arrive? and avoid miss.-------,« >•
19-tf ' held at the MethodLst Church.
ing
copies.
District superintendent Wentworh
of Orono is expected to be present.
Read The Courier-Gazette

all

THESE FEATURES:

MILEAGE IN YOUR PRESENT

• UP TO 32^ LONGER MILEAGE

TIRES. YOU'LL BE AMAZED AT

• UP TO 55% STRONGER

THE LIBERAL ALLOWANCE ON

• UP TO 60% MORE NON-SKID

yi re stone

ANGLES

CHAMPION

TIRES
Here’s your chance to save money
and get America’s biggest tire
value! Even if your present tires
are only partly worn you’ll get
FULL allowance for the unused
mileage when you trade in on new
Firestone De Luxe Champions.

•“““’JAMES V. KERN
by a Story by Joe Uunt. Jr.
tfwetc Arranged and Adapted by >Uy

XZ*

“GOODBYE
MISS TURLOCK”
Academy Winning Short, 1947

CAMDEN THEATRE
JAfilT MARTiN
ADELf MA?A ■

LAN MOWiRAt
,»i

J REPUBLIC
PICTURE

Complete Shows at 2.00, 6.20, 8.30
Sun. Shows,
Weekdays,
Saturday,

3.90 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, 8.30
2.00, 6.40, 8.40

STRAN
TEL. 892.

ROCKLAND

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY

TIM NOLT

WHOHORsf

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
APRIL 13-14
Tyrone Power, Jean Peters

“Captain From Castile”

COMPLETE
. TIRE SERVICE
AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS

Feature at 6.30 and 9.05
THURS., FRI., APRIL 15-16

Uoku n uren

tom

inc uraudtu

FIREPROOF GARAGE

SID’S SHELL STATION

WALDOBORO GARAGE

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND AND WALDOBORO

KNOWLTON BROS.

TEXACO ELMS

STANLEY’S GARAGE

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

ROf'KLAND

25-31 RANKIN ST.,

NELSON BROS.

WARREN GARAGE

STAPLES GARAGE

ROCKLAND

WARREN

ROCKPORT

MILLER’S
GARAGE
ROCKLAND

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 13, 1948
Mr and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant
arrived Friday in California.

Military Honors

A Happy Evening

Page Seven
Full Time Director

Women’s Club Met

Howard P. Sweetser, district 1
Girl
president of the Portland P.T.A., Marked Funeral Services Of Marked Annual Meeting and Is Being Urged To Look After And the Undercroft Resoundwas overnight guest Thursday of
Sgt. Haraden, Killed In
Banguet Of Rubinstein
the City’s Physical
ed To Songs By Its
Scouts
Mr. and Mrs Charles Ritchie,
Airplane Crash
Club
• Members
Grove street. Mr Sweetser was en
Interests
route home after having made an
Newslites
Funeral services conducted by
The annual banquet and final
The Rcckland Women’s Club met
Proponents of an adequate recre
Miss Marion Healey, who is now
The two April meetings of the address at the University of Maine. Rev. Alfred G Hempstead, were
meeting of the season of the Rubin ational program which would in at the Undercroft at the Episcopal
librarian of the Public Library in Y and O Sewing Circle have as
'Music lovers present at the Con held Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock stein Club was held Friday night in clude a full-time physical director Church, April 5. The hostesses were
Brownie Troop 7 met in the Tower
Rumford, was a visitor in Rockland sumed anniversary hue. The first
over the week-end.
at the home of Mrs. George Shute, gregational Church Sunday to lis from Pratt Memorial Methodist Hotel Rockland. Mr. Wettengell's fer the city, attending the City Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Mrs. Mary Glid- Room Wednesday with 14 present.
Willow street, took the form of a ten to the presentation, by the Episcopal Church for Sergeant many courtesies extended to the Council m eting of Monday night den. Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis, Mrs. Mrs. Eleanor Newbert is the leader
and Mrs. Evelyn Halligan assistant
Rev. Charles Marstaller will ad birthday party, honoring Mrs. Bar Gardiner Choral Society, of the Francis Haraden, USAF, who died guests throughout the evening were
greatly appreciated. Miss Marion in force, were assured that their Madlene Jackson. Mrs. Alma Dow | leader. Pour girls from Troop 5 led
dress the Woman’s Educational bara Pitts and Mrs. Louis Fish beautiful chorus "Elijah" by Felix
in
a
plane
crash
at
Morse's
Corner
Mendelssohn,
were
profuse
in
pr.ns
Ginn as general chairman me ent d project would be considered at the and Miss Marie Tillock. After the 1 'he opening ceremony and instruct
Club April 16 in the afternoon in who received many lovely gifts.
stead of the evening as previously Refreshments included two birth for all who took part. Rev. Charles last week. Burial was in Achorn these numbers before the meeting' time of making up the city budget regular business meeting presided ed the girls who are flying-up In
Monteith
ol
the
local
church
was
cemetery with military committal soprano solo Sophie Ode.
over by the president Mrs Thelma May in the Girl Scout premise, laws
announced.
day cakes. Thursday night Mrs
Brahms for next year—nothing more.
and hand shake, and gave them the
Cradle Song,
Parsons,
Brahms
Barbara Small entertained at her the narrator. Those taking the services conducted by an Army
The Council gave nq assurance of presented.the following program was history cf Girl Scouting The re
Mrs. Agnes Witham
James W Emery has returned home on Waldo avenue with Mrs. solo parts were Elijah, Armand chaplain. Bearers and the firing
success
of
the
move
for
funds
for
a
acc.
by
Mrs.
Edna
Rollins
mainder of the troep worked on May
from an extended visit with his Genevieve Withee as assisting hos Beaulieu: Obadiah and Ahab Dr squad were drawn from members oi Read.ng Tlie Little Old Lady.
—
much needed recreational program, Sengs
baskets. Plans were made for an
"Summer Rain.”
son James, in Melbourne. Fla., and tess, honoring Mrs. Eleanor Achorn. John McDonald; Angel, Bernice 'he flier's quadron at Dow Field,
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
other
than
the
motion
which
Coun

"Hi, Little Feller."
all-day picnic to be held tomorrow,
8olo—Neapolitan Nights
his son Elmer in New City, N. Y.
whereupon the club turned the Moores; Youth. Aimee MacFarland; Bangor. Honorary bearers were Soprano
cilman
William
J.
Sullivan
present

Patricia
B.sbee.
acc.
by
Bertha
McIntosh
One
Alone.
Wednesday, at the leader's cottage.
tables on Mrs Small, whose birth Widow, Eleanor Johnson; sopranos, boyhood friends of the 22-year old
Songs—
Mrs
Mary
E
Lawry
ed
to
the
Council
after
representa

The group will meet at Community
Mrs. Roy L. Knowlton is on her day also fell last week, showering Helen Burney, Florence Moody, pilot and representatives of MaNow ts the Hour."
tives of several organizations had
"Serenade of the Bells."
i Building at 1030.
way home from a visit in Florida. both with gifts and felicitations. Alice Scott: alto. Ellen Blodgett sub- sonic bodies to which he belonged. Con-raltV'sXMr' F“t'h B<'rry
teen
heard
• • • •
Carl
Gray
acc.
by
Bertha
McIntosh
stituting
for
Katherine
Rines;
bass,
Haraden
was
the
son
of
Mr.
and
longing Dear For You,
Dinsmore
The birthday cake was made by
The drive for proper recreational Senya—
Sometime, Somewhete. Bruno Huhn
Robert Johnson. It is the intention Mrs. Clarence Haraden of 120
Troop 2 met Thursday for a
Miss Madeline Bird who holds a Mrs. Louis Fish.
"Shine
on
Harvest
Moon."
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost
facilities in the city, via a full-time
of the society to return on IDec 12, 1 imerock ' street and attended
fine position in a Trenton, N. J.
short business meeting. This was
"Now ls the Hour."
acc. by Mrs. Faith Berry
director, based at the Community
to present the "Messiah,” which Rockland schools prior to his enschool, has been, during the Easter
"How Come Ya Do Me Like Ya Do,"
followed by a bicycle trip which
Mrs
Beulah
Ames
presided
at
Building and working in the city
Mrs. Robert Hastings and daugh had been erronously announed for try into the Air Corps during the
Jane Mullen with guitar acc.
vacation, visiting her mother and
was mapped out by Beverly Mann
the
business
meeting
and
the
secre

Skit
“
The
Hard
Way."
parks and playgrounds. Ls led by
Mrs. Dorothy Bird Snow in Coral ter Mary Claudia, are visiting this concert. The receptionists for ■ war where he rose to the rank of
ing. Ann Blood. Ruth Tootill and
Miss
Greta
Nelson
tary
’
s
report,
read
by
Miss
Mabel
Mrs. Hastings’ parents in South the afternoon were MLss Marian 2d Lieutenant
members of the PTA ; and supported
Gables, Fla.
Patricia Bisbee. Miss Clara Lee
acc. by Anna Bullard
Spring,
recalled
many
pleasant
by
petition
in
last
night's
meeting
Carolina.
Ginn. Mrs Mary Hudson, Mrs
He re-entered the service last
Sony "I'm My Own Grandpaw.
man is the leader and Mrs. Frank
Fred P. Knight is a patient at
Beulah Ames and Mrs. Nettie January and was stationed at Dow gatherings during the Winter by Kiwanis. Junior Chamber of Hilt Billies Oliver Cur .is, Dick McIn Viatones. the assistant leader of
tosh.
Jack
Northgraves
months.
The
trea
urer
’
s
report,
read
Commerce.
Elks.
Rockland
Mer

Knox Hospital
The Junior-Senior High School Frost. The chairman and assist- Field. He is survived by his widow
P-efre: hments were served from this troop.
9 • • •
PT.A met Thursday night in the ants of the refreshment committee' the former Dorothy Merrill of by Mrs. Nettie Frost in the absence chants Association, executive com a table beautifully decorated with
Neighbors and friends gathered High
School audltlorium. Thomas included Mrs Adah Roberts, Mrs.; Morse's Corner, and a son. Douglas, cf Mrs. Lillian Joyce shewed a sat mittee of the Communiy Build Spring flowers. Tlie next meeting
Brownie
Troop
8 have had a
Friday night at the home of Mrs. Murphy, treasurer of the operating Eva Green Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs. 19 mftnths.
isfactory balan-e. The nominating ing. American Legion and the
of the club will be the annual ban special invitation to visit the To
Knott C. Rankin honoring Mrs. committee for the Bath Youth Doris Lindquist. (Mrs Frost, Mrs
committee, composed of Mrs. Dora League of Women Voters.
gus
Veterans
Hornital
May 9. which
.
Riita Wallace who is returning to Center gave a clear picture of how Ames and Miss Ginn.
Mrs. Mildred Havener and
Kiwani.- last year spearheadel quet on May 3..
is the annual Visiting Day when
Forty-Two Present Bird.
Northeast Harbor after spending they operate. About 66.000 took adMrs Harriette Fro t presented the uch a project by actually hiring and
the hospital is open to the public,
GAVIN-McGARRY
the Winter with her sister, Mrs. i vantage of the Youth Center last
following list of officers, which were paying from club funds for a direc
Miss Barbara Wood received
Miss Joan Stover McGary, Mrs. Kathleen Harriman says the
Benjamin Reed and welcoming I year. Bath police feel that having many lovely gifts at a surprise Thomaston Members Were unanimously elected: President. tor for the Summer. To say that
girls may go if public spirited
»»1
U
1■ V V
Mrs Charles Beals who is a new the Youth Center in operation has nrnnnnt.
Mrs. Beulah Amey vice presisdent. the protect was favorably received daughter of Mr and Mrs. Joseph citizens offer transportation for 17
prenuptial
shower in her Lnnor
honor 'III
neighbor.
Refreshments
were I cut juvenile delinquincy 65 percent. 'Friday night witli Miss Margaret
Mrs.
Nettie
Frost:
secretary,
Miss
Walter
McGarry,
of
Brockton.
Hostesses At the Hospital Mabel Spring; treasurer, Mrs. Lil by children and parents alike is an
Brcwnies and two leaders. The
I
served.
under statement. It went over big Msas, became the bride of Walter troop is planning a Mothers Day
The Department of Education 6teeves and Mrs. Virginia Kunesh
Auxiliary
Meeting
lian
Joyce;
directors,
Mrs
Doris
and
the
club
has
already
taken
party May 7 and at their meeting
Mr and Mrs. Harry Bradley of movie, "tl.000 for Education" was as co-hostesses, at the latter’:; home
Mrs. Mary Garrett. Mrs Ber- steps to repeat 'll 'necessary this Francis Gavin, son of Mr. and last Friday they worked on gifts
Forty-two members werre present ‘Ames
Providence, R I. were week-end shown as part of the program, On Lcvejoy street. Refreshments
Mrs.
Michael
Gavin,
of
Jamaica
ha
Luce.
Mrs.
Ruth
Sanborn,
Mrs
Included
a
lovely
bride's
cake.
year.
stressing the need for a City operfor their mothers There were 16
at the meeting of Knox Hospital
visitors in Rockland.
Statements have been made re Plain, in a ceremony performed Brownies and one guest present.
j ated recreational program
The Guests were Mrs. Katherine Wood. Auxiliary in the Bok Nurses’ Home Litza Vardavoulis; .Junor counsellor,
cently of the amounts necessary to Sunday afternoon, March 28, at St. Games were plaved and the meet
John land Roland Ware. Jr., have Bath Center has been so successful Mrs. Dorothy Brewer. Mrs. Arthur last Tuesday afternoon when the .Miss Dorothy Liwrv.
The following committees were put across a recreational program Patrick’s Church by Rev. Joseph ing was closed with the goodnight
returned home from the Knox I they have been asked to keep it Johnson. Mrs. Virginia Barton. Thomaston members were hostesses.
Hospital where they had tonsillec open during the Summer months. Mrs. Gloria Lindsey. Mrs. Josephine
Mrs. David McCarty, sewing appointed by Mrs. Ames to assist with figures ranging from $20(10 tr Kenney. Traditional wedding mu song.
• • • •
Refreshments were in charge of Jones, Mrs Elizabeth Hanscom. chairman, announced the comple her during the next Club year: mu h larger ones. The truth cl the sic was provided.
tomies.
Troop 6 met Saturday with 15
Mrs. Phyllis Grispi, assisted by Mrs Mrs. Virginia Staples Mi Pauline tion of forty articles at the March Mrs Doris Ames: choral director, matter is that there has not been
The bride was charming in a
Mrs. Eleanor Howard; choral ac- sufficient study cf the matter by any gown of traditional white satin Brownies and Mrs. Marie Studley.
Mr and Mrs Nestor Brown at , Mary Stone Mrs Ada Koster and Cook. Mrs. Beatrice Gardner, Mr meeting.
tended, Sunday the wedding of Mrs Caroline McIntosh.
Maxine Andrus, Mrs. Ruth Crab
The names of new members, Mrs. ompanist. Mrs. Faith Berry ch ' group, either civic or municipal to fashioned with portrait neckline, leader, present. Each girl turned
their niece, Elizabeth May Brown
tree, Mrs. Electa Dermis Mrs. Francis McCabe of Thomaston, Mrs. C"(moanist, Mrs Nettie Averill: re- determine the exact cos'. Factors gathered waistline, and ruffled in the money from the sale of two
Miss Marion Ginn. Mi- such as funds now being raised toy train. Her fingertip veil was caught boxes of Scout cookies Games
to Irving B Grant in Lewiston, the
The W.C.T.U. met Friday with Vivian Edwards, Mrs Ruth Cart Robert Hudson of Rockland and -eptlonists.
’ary Hudson. Mrs. Lucy Lowe and PT.A. and th willingness cf Ki to a coronet of orange blossoms. As were nlaved on the lawn and then
ceremonv taking place in the Cal Mrs. Frances Sherer.
Special son. Mrs Madeline Benner, Mrs Mrs. Anna Brazier of Owls Head Mrs.
Barbara Griffith: program wanis and other clubs tc participate maid of honor. Louise Case of Ja all adjourn’d to the Post Office
vary Methodist Church A recep guests were students from Junior Betty Merchant. Mrs Margaret were announced by the membership
'cmmitte?. Mrs. Nettie Frost Mr". in the pregram financially would maica Plain, wore an aqua gown where Pos'master Connellan ex
tion was held at th" home of the High School who took part in the Winchenbach, Mrs. L’ona Fern 1’i chairman. Mrs. Fred Linekin.
bride's parents. The taride is the recent Speech and Paster contests. Mrs. Lucille Raymond. Mrs Alice
The presidtnt was empowered tf Nathalie Snow. Mrs. Beul?h Am": greatly alter anv contribution from designed similar to the bride’s and plained about the mail trains and
D 'cites to the Federation cf municipal funds
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Clarence Robert Gardiner, winner of the Rabbins, Miss Leona Wellman appoin a nominating committee of
> crown headpiece. The brides showed them certificates signed by
F. Brown formerly of Rockland. Silver medal Diane McAu’iff" and Miss Constance Barton. Miss Molly three members tc report at tile May Music Clubs in I ewiston May 13-14.
Recreational directors would cer maids, Muriel McGarry and Bar practically every president since
Tootill, Miss Elizabeth Shapiro, all
with a list of effler: to t#kt Trs. E’eanor Howard and Mrs. Har- tainly not come at a higher salary bara Small of Quincy, were attired the Civil war; how letters are
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Eaton were Barbara Kaler repeated their selec of Rockland, and Miss Beverly meeting
|han a well-trained teacher in tlie
office in October Mrs Dana New rie’te Frost.
link eown designed with bustles tamtied and sorted and parcels and
called to Eastnort by the death of tions. Others nresent were Phyllis Kirkpatrick of Thomaston
The beauti'ul bouquet which add •clicol system cr at more than the in
man, Mrs. Roland Ware, and Miss
and bouffant skirts. They wore letters are put in the big mail
Cassens, Marilyn Seavey, Aquillo
Mr. Eaton's brother Cad Eaton.
ed
so
much
de'oraticn
to
the
offi•ity department heads, which would flower headbands and carried co bags. They were especially inter
Anu Carinl were appointed. The
Tranquillo and Michael Ristanio
Mrs. Clara Couhig lias returned members voted tc assist Mrs Polta cpr"’ rchle "I (he banouet was sent be the salary for the jeb down tr lonial bouquets Mrs. Joseph W ested in watching the mail being
Crushed rock for driveways Clar who won 1st and 2d awards for home from Newbur' port Ma
to
Mr
Kathleen
S
Fuller,
who
>•
McGarry, mother of the bride out in the pay boxes.
ence R. Dorman
Phone 65G-W. posters. Tranquillo, introduced by where she spent several weeks with the hospital superintendent, in the ill. hut has ever been a faithful net more than $2400 '-ears.
That
the
Council
will
consider
ap

wore a grey dress, pink coat with
serving
of
refreshments
on
National
Mrs
Emery
said
he
was
a
native
City, or 1027-W.
29-tf
Sixty Gil Scout Commissioners
friend of the club The fallcw'n propriations fer a recrea'ional P’"- navy accc sories and an orchid
tnl Day, May 12.
of Naples Italy, and had been in her daughter. Mrs. Gerald Ogilvie.
made
reservations
for
the
banquet:
< ram. is assur'd, but how seriously corsage. Mrs. Michael Gavin, and executives took an intensive
At
the
te"
following
the
meeting,
! the United States about nine
Mr. and Mrs. Israel iCutier were
■’r.-- Adah Roberts, Mrs. Helen and how favorably is another mat mc'her of the bridegroom was at one-day course in training Wednes
i months, coming with his mother in the city yesterday enroute home Mrs I.eila Smalley and Mrs. Tom Wentworth.
day a' Augusta with the top execu
WANTED AT
Mrs. Doris Ames. Mrs ter.
tired in a naw print dress, navy tives of this area and national of
Boynton poured and Mrs. Walter
'and sister from Naples He was to Old Town from Portland
Bowe. Mrs Edwin Lynch. Mrs. [Faith Berry. Vr Beulah Ames,
coat and hat with pink accessories ficers as special instructors, among
making good progress learning
SENTER CRANE’S
Mrs. Nettie Frost. Miss Mabel
Bernard Duffy of Jamaica Plain them, Miss Grace Maxwell of New
English. Asked if he wanted to go
THORNDIKEVILLE
Mrs Frances II Perry has re Francis McCabe, Mrs. Edward Dor- -prin ■ Mi
Alice Erskine. Mrs
Young Lady For Elevator back to Italy, he said "No:" he turned
from a visit with her nan, Mrs. Harold Richardson. Mrs. Doris Lindquist. Mrs. Eleancr How
Mrs. C. C. Childs and daughter s“rved as best man.
York Mrs James I eberman, Bos
Must be healthy and have
wanted to be American Refresh daughter, Mrs. Emile Amnotte Jr., Frank Fl’ ctt and Mrs. Arthur Elliot
A reception was held at the
ard. M: • Margaret Simmon'. Mi" Mu. lei enierlainea the Stanley Erwin' Ho'C in th" b-’-’-i p--tv ton, and Mrs Marian Frosher of
ments were served by the hostess in Biddeford.
assisted in serving.
good disposition
New York.
Administration and
Nellie Ti --efts. Mrs Grace Strcut Club Wednesday.
assisted by Miss Charlotte Cook.
Ralph Torrey ol Last Union were the bride’s grandmother. Mrs. finance utere studied intensively.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary Mrs. Ague Witham, Mrs. Edna hasMrs.
The fission Circle of the Uni
Maud
B
Stover:
bridegroom's
par

been employed at Mrs. Emily
Commissioner Mildred Crie of
versalist Church meets Wednesday will meet Wednesday night in the Beilins. Miss Maricn Ginn. Mr' Pushaw’s and Mrs. Lester Merrill’s ents. Mr and Mrs Michael Gavin Rockland was in attendance ac
at 2.30 In the vestry. The paper by Legion Hall. Supper will be served Mary F Lawry, Miss Charlotte the past week.
and
bride's
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
companied by Mrs Helen Bray,
Mrs. E. F Glover on ' Woman's at 6 o’clock with Mr Bernicce Jack- I Cook, Mr Mary Farnsworth, Mrs
Mrs. Maola Croteau was hi Gar Joseph MoGirry
secretary and Mrs. Katherine Phil
Work in China.’ and "Jingling son and Mrs. Minnie Smith in Ella Grimes, Mrs. Ruth Sanborn diner Sunday to visit her mother.
Mrs. Gavin, a graduate of Ja brook. registrar, of the local troop
Rural Service Station' will be up charge. Members are reminded t" Miss Bertha Luce. Mrs. Anna Var- Mrs. Clyde Soule who is ill.
• • • •
maica
Plain
Hlah
School
in
1944,
SENTER;
riehio Mrs. Dora Bird. Mrs. Kathfo date and Interesting. Hostesses take prizes,
The coveted certificates, signify
Norman Bcwley of Camden called is employed at a Bo"ton store. Mr.
• erine Derry'. Mrs Harriette F.ost
Mrs. Southard, Mrs. Levensaier.
Gavin, also a graduate of Jamaica ing ccmpletion o’ the leaders’
Mr. and Mrs. F-ed C Lindsey and Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Litza Var- on Hazen Howard recently.
Closed Wednesday P. Ms
Mrs. Bowley, Mrs. Glover and Mrs.
Mrs. George Jackson and daugh Plain High School in 1944. is a training courses, held at Augusta,
Mrs. Jessie I Robbins were guests jdavoulis. Miss Alberta Kimball. Mr.
Lee
navy veteran and is employed a’ have been awarded these Rockland
Sndnv of Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. M ry Garrett. Mrs Charlotte Hop- ter Edith of Rockland, and Mrs the General Electric Company in Girl Scout leaders: Mrs Mildred
kins. Mrs. Nettie Averiil, Miss Albert Brown of Thomaston were Lynn.
Mr. land Mrs. George W. Wood of Dyer in Union.
Keep Track Of Your Weight!
Crie Mrs, Dorothy Childs. Mrs.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Les
Dorothy Lawry.
Limerock street, announce the en
The ccuple left on a honeymoon Evelyn Halligan. Mrs. Kathleen
ter
Merrill.
Mrs.
Sam
Savitt
and
daughter
gagement of their daughter, Bar
Mr. and Mrs. William S, Lothrop to Now York and Philadelphia. The Harriman. Mrs Carolyn McIntosh,
Opportunity Class met at the
bara to Maynard Howell, son of Ann are (visiting Mrs. Savitt’s sis
bride chose for traveling, a brown Mrs. Frances Muller. Mrs. Eleanor
Mrs. Iaila Howell of Noblebore. ter. Mrs. Phil Koritsky in Bangor home of Mrs Marion Lindsey with are visiting relatives in Portland, gabardine suit straw hat with Newbert Mrs. Marie Studley. Mrs.
Miss Wood graduated from Rock for a few days while Mr. Savitt 21 members and three guests pre - this week.
he'ce accessories and a light green I ill’an Sylvester. Mrs. Leona
ent. Eighty calls were made on
Linley E. Merrifield
land High School in 1943 and Mr. and son Michael are in Boston.
coat.
Unon their re'um. the Whitehill and Mrs. I ucy Stewart.
sick
and
shut-ins
during
March
Howell graduated from Lincoln
After
a
long
illness,
Linley
E.
npwlv weds wil' make their hem" Th" course covered 16 hours of In
Mrs. Seabrooke W. Gregory en
Academy the same year. The wed tertained the Mite Club yesterday Anne Brazier Welfare chairman Merrifield died March 29 in Rock in Chefspa —Brockton (Mass.l En tensive instruction.
reported several cheer cards and land. lie was born in Hope. Oct. terprise
ding will take place this month.
afternoon at her home on Gro
five baskets o’ fruit sent out. 1873, son of E njar.iin and Fidelia
Charles Lthby has returned to the
The bride’s mother is Madelyn
Mrs. Christine Dorman left Fri- I street- Hi«h scores in contract were Guests were Anna Harriman, Mrs (Cratotreei Merrifield
(ctnveri McGarry. formerly of ’Tnlverslt” of Maine after passing
day for Virginia to visit her awarded Mrs. A D Mcrey and M" I ena Lord and Mrs Elva Johnson.
the Spring va-at.ion with his
Mr. Merrifield was a successful
daughter, Miriam, who teaches re George St. Clair. The next meet Being April I, several of the mem farmer and blueberry grower; his Rockland.
mother. Mrs. Catherine Libby, Oak
ligious education in the public ing will be with Mrs. Maud Eaton bers were ta costume, among hrbby hunting ana fishing. He
Mr and Mn T le*’e t "vrop"p arc street,
schools with headquarters ot Fin on April 26.
them were Mrs. Clara Emery. Mr. was a member of South Hope on a motor trip through the South.
castle Enroute home she will visit
I
’
elen
Gregory,
hostess
was
Mrs.
Grange
He
lived
alone
and
was
Mrs A n Mprm- and her sister
Mr and Mrs. Everett Spear, son
her sister. Mrs Guy L. Vannali. in Erwin and grandson Erwin. Jr., Marion Lindsey, assisted by Mrs liked by all. especially the young
Rrowrc curb wUl me' Fr'dav Mrs Charles Keith of Waterville
Melrose Highlands
have returned from Del Ray Beach, Anne Brazier and Mrs Alice Kaler people and his genial smile will be - v w'th Mrs Knott C Rankin, -pent last week in Portland, guests
Mrs. Clara Gregory presented the missed by his many friends His Cedar street
"t the Eastland Hotel.
Ask
for
“
Detecto
”
Fla.
Mr
and
Mrs
Guy
Shiblcs
of
South
I
following program: Readings. Mrs. last days were made more cheerful
'Portland1 were week-end guests of
Alice Kaler. Mrs Eh ie Wooster and by the devotion of a nephew Peary
Mrs Shiblcs’ parents, Mr and Mrs.
Mrs, Mary Hoffses; Bible ques Merrifield, to whom he was both
SPRING TIME IS
BATHROOM SCALES, $5.95
Albert C. McIntosh. On their re
tions and quiz game Refreshments uncle and father
WALLPAPER
turn home they were accompanied
were served by Mrs Helen Gregory,
YOUR TIME
Other survivors are a sister. Mrs.
by the McIntoshs wlio will be
Mrs. Marion Lindsey and Mrs Louise Dunbar of Camden: a halfDon’t let that weight increase. Step on these scales morning
For a Lovely
their guests for a week.
Jouise Ingraham.
brother. Pearly Merrifield of West
HIGHEST QUALITY
and evening
Rockport; and several nieces and
Paul Anbo was a patient in Knox
GILBERT
Mrs. Alba Dimi"k was week-end nenhews.
Hospital yesterday for a tonsillec
guest of Mrs. Luke Davis and Mrs.
FINE
ASSORTMENT
tomy.
Handsome White Enamel with Polished Chrome
Adelaide Capen in Framingham, Services were held from Russell
Mass. They attended the Nelsen Funeral Parlors Rockland. Bearers
The biggest Rummage Sale in
Ralph Robbins. C C. Childs
concert Sunday at Symphony were
WA
$ several years with the largest array Bicknell’s Hardware Eddy
John and Harr.' Pnshaw
Burial
Hal,
in
Boston.
____
All Prices
of good clothing, shces and other
was in West Rockport cemetery.
109-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
artie’es. will be held Saturday
Mrs.
Daniel
Paulitz
entertained
TEL. 1574
'April 17t at Masonic Temple.
THE Cltfb last night at her hamc
PLEASANT POINT
WE DELIVER
Rockland, pensored by the South
on Beech street. Prizes were won
&
Gertrudle Oreficc and Margaret
Thomaston Star Masonic Club
66-tf by Mrs. Sherman Rckes. Mr'. Louis Voithoifer
of Brooklyn. N Y., arc
Cold Waves $7.50, $10.00
30*311
Cook and Mrs. Walter Ladd with visiting the former s sister. Mrs
Mrs. Ccok also winning the travel Katherwn Maloney, and father.
ing prize.
UNGER WAVE
Closedi Wednesday P M.s
Lemuel Miller; also another sister.
$1.00
WITH SHAMPOO
Mrs.
Deborah
Johnson
of
Rockland
Mrs. James H. Pillsbury and son
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall and
William of Gorham, who have been
guests cf her parents, Mr. .and Mrs Mi', and Mrs. Fred Geyer visited
Andrew Coffey at Ash Point went Thusday in Bremen, at the home of
Closed Wednesday P M.s
Sunday night to Portland
Miss Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shvman.
James andl Gladys Davis will
lean Pillsbury remained with her
HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT, Prop.
move to their new home at Broad
grandparents for another week.
f FUR STORAGE 1
375 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND. ME. PHONE 142
Cove the first of Mav. and Foster
In 1940 about 45 percent of IT S Fa les of Thomaston will enter the
22-T-tf
dwelling units had no private bath employ of Mr. Wallimer.
or shower.

Social Matters

;s

PERMANENT
fr0,n $5.00 "p

SENIEIbCRAINE'S

*

SENTER ^CRANE'S

beauty

BIG SALE

A

Maine's Popular Advisor

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
Send 5 Questions, $1 and Stamped
Envelope. Full Page Reading In
cluded.
12 Third Street,
Bangor, Me.
70-T-tf

DEAFENED?

Government Standard Type No. 146
You do not have to guess regarding sheet quality any more.
Type 128 is a 64x64 count. Type 140 Is 68x72 count. Type 200
is percale.

SHEETS, 72x108 ................................. $2.98
SHEETS, 81x108............................... 3.25
SHEETS, 90x108
.
3.62
CASES. 42x38’/2 ................................... 71
COMPARE AND SAVE.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED.

IL

Ask U» Why More /A
People Wear the

SHEETS AND CASES
Lady Pepperell or Utica

GILBERT’S SAL0N

Protect Your Furs with SENTER CRANE’S
6-point cold storage plan
Fire Protection

Frqe Compressed Sir Cleaning

Theft Insurance

Free Minor Repairs

Moth Protection

Free inspection and estimate on
re-styling or major repairs

STANDARD LOW RATES! For Quality Storage, bring your
Coat to SENTER CRANE'S where your satisfaction is guaran
teed or your money refunded! Phone today for further details!
, - s
.... ,,

Grand Re=Opening
OF OUR NEWLY REMODELLED STORE

Saturday, April 17
We are sorry to have inconvenienced you during the work, but feel you will enjoy
the result.

Than Ail Other

ONE-UNIT
HEARING AIDS
Combined

Get FREE Booklet on Deafness

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.
MAIN AND PARIPSTS. TEL. 440
ROCKLAND, ML.

Carroll Cut Rate
HARRY GERRISH, Proprietor

404 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
<6
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"The BusyGideons
dockland Camp Is Placing
Testaments In the High
School Building

The Rockland Camp of Gideons
'ttended a Junior High School
Assembly at the Rockland High
School building, for the purpose of
jresenting Testaments to the puills. Principal Clunie introduced
3. Carl Cassens President of the
Camp, and he told the purpose of
he presentation. Dr. H V. Tweede offered prayer, and 250 books
containing New Testament, Psalms
and Proverbs were distributed to
he pupils and teachers.
The Camp had on order 17 Gid»n Bibles for the teachers’ desks,
n March the Camp placed 27 Gid
eon Bibles in the rooms and wards
X the Knox County General Hosittal, and they are also Bibling
the Camden Community Hospital
at a near date.
The Gideons are instituting a
large program of Testament pres
entation covering the pupils of our
country from the Fifth Grade
through High School, but at present
are confined to the Junior High
School age because of the paper
shortage. This Ls a program to re
place the giving of Testaments and
Psalms to the service men and
women during the World War. and
already the Association had had
many testimonials as to the effect
the Scriptures have had on the re
cipients. This is a work worthy of
support by anyone’s Missionary
money.
Tlie Ladies Auxiliary of the Gid
eons are presenting whit" covered
Testaments and Psalms to the
nurses of our country and this
work in our section is overseen by
Mrs. Maurice Snow of the Rockland
Auxiliary.
—photo by Jim Moore.
The nurses of the Knox County
Robert H. Robinson and bride I Goldie Barton) whose wedding w’as
General and Camden Community
l
epcrted
in
Tuesday's
issue
Hospitals have recently been given
these guides to life, and any nurse
either practical cr trained can re
STEVE'S WITTICISMS
ceive one free from all cost to
“No Minor Vices”
Whats good for bee stings?—Lis
them by auolvine to Mrs. Maurice bon Enterprise, March 26.
Snow 40 Mechanic street. Rock
Cussing.
Maine Lobster Will Play
land.
The surface of the Caspian Sea
The Association covets the wav
“Jabberwocky” In the
ers of all Christian people for the is 86 feet below sea level.—Rock
Motion Picture
effectiveness of these most valuable land Courier-Gazette. March 20.
Must be upside down!
aids in combating juvenile de
The contest for the part of “Jab
Steve
linquency.
berwocky'' in the new Dana An
Rrad The Courier-Gazette
Supscribe to The Courier-Gazetl,r drews film “No Minor Vices,” be
came more intense here as war
dens of the Sea and Shore Fish
eries Department scoured the
Maine coast for the biggest and
most perfect lobster that would
come under the legal five-inch
back shell measure.
To date, the four-pound oneounce lobster entered by Irvin
McConchie of Green Island held
the lead by a two-ounce margin
over the nearest competitor located
by Warden Supervisor Dwight Un
derwood at Biddeford Poo: Warden
Supervisor Owen Richardson of
Ell. worth reported that the com
petition in his area was keen but
none of the entrants there had
topped the four pound one-ounce
AMU'S flAVO»OF-’HEA«GN’H
mark.
The heaviest crustacean entered
was sent to Hollywood April 5.
whpre it assumed the role of the
Alic" in Wonderland character,
“Jabberwocky.” On arrival the
'hellfish was greeted by Dana
Andrews
and
Lilli
Palmer,
stars
of
the
new
picture
as well as executives of Enterprise
Productions the producers of 'he
film.
"Jabberwocky'' was as
signed a special dressing room
■ fitted out with an automatic salt
ICE CREAM
' water tank and “herrinc bar."
Commissioner Richard E. Reed of
IN THE HANDY PINl PACKAGE
th" Sea and Shore Fisheries Deartment said that he was going
Yes . . . you'll really love this exahead with the selection of the
Maine lobster as he did not con
citing Flavor-of-the-Month for
sider the lobsters of other produc
April. And so will the whole
ing States “serious competition’’
family. Your Seahest Dealer has it
for the film part. Reed said that
he understood the Dana Andrews
in the convenient Pint Package.
nlanned to buy an island on the
Seoffesf Deiierfof-lheMonlh
Maine coast and as a Maine prop
ICE CREAM STRAWBERRY TARTS
erty owner, he would not dare to
come here If he used a lobster
general ice cream corp.
$«ollesf Treofol-fhflMonlh
from another State in the new
HOT SCOTCH SUNDAE
film.
TUNE IN: The Sealtest Village Store starring JACK CARSON
* —guest star Ann Sothcrn, Thursday, 9.30 P. SI., NBC
Advertise In Thp Courier-Oa.zptt>

VANflLLARASPBE^RY
ROYALS

SCOTT FURRIERS
NEW ENGLAND’S LARGEST FURRIERS

AT SAVITT’S

GOOD NEWS!
FOR SMART THRIFTY WOMEN
E"1%
COLD FUR STORAGE FOR ONLY ■ a ■ ■ *

Tuesday-Friday

additional facilities required for its
increased business.
It is evident that to meet these
present day conditions and to pro
vide a reasonable return on the
capital invested in our business,
an upward adjustment of rates is
Steps toward that end
The Littlefield Memorial Baptist
W. F. Wyman, president of the necessary.
will be taken in the near future.
Church began its World Vision Central Maine Power Company has This interrupts a trend of many
Missionary Conference Sunday with issued the following report to the years standing during which sub
two challenging messages by the Stockholders of Central Maine stantial savings have been made
available to cur customers through
pastor.
These were
followed Power Company::
the many reductions which the
by four great missionary meetings
• • • •
during the course of the three en
The extreme drought condition Company has made in its rates.
suing days. Monday night brought which existed on Maine watersheds High costs have today affected
every business and ours is one of
the Rev. Waldo Putnam to the
church for a challenging message during the last five months of 1S47, the very few that has not already
has
ccntinuel
into
1948.
It
has
now
adjusted its prices to meet this
on the need of the hour. Rev. Mr.
Putnam is a returned missionary broken the records of all previous condition. Stabilization of these
low
water
periods
fr
which
data
is
rising costs is important to the
from China, having served in the
available. While spring runoff is future of every business and ours
back country of that Far Eastern beginning
to
relieve
the
situation,
is no exception.
land under the China Inland Mis
Last year the Company made an
sion. An outstanding speaker, a rainfall substantially in excess of
normal
will
be
needed
from
now
offer
to purchase the outsaanding
man with vision, Mr. Putnam
on
for
the
storage
systems
to
fill.
stock
of Union Water Power Com
gave the people listening to
In the face of this water de pany at $101 per share. The
him
a
better
understanding
of the situation facing the Church ficiency which greatly reduced the 6.470 shares outstanding were
amount of its hydro generation, owned by five mills in Lewiston
in that troubled nation.
Tuesday afternoon marks a the Company has furnished nor which accepted the Company’s
mal
service through the Winter offer. The transaction was com
great day for the women as they
without curtailment and also has pleted on March 3. 1948 L'niolj
gather for a special missionary supplied
to an extent some indus Water Power Company owns the
meeting with the ladles of Rock
which normally depend mope dams, canals and water rights on
land and the surrounding territory tries
heavily on tlieir own water power. the Andro.icoggin River at Lewis
as their special guests. Tlie meet This
has required almost continuous ton. The water controlled by
ing will begin at 1 p m . with a operation
of the Companv's six Union Water Power Company at
luncheon being served to guests by electric steam
generating plants. Lewiston is sold under long term
and this to be followed with a The Company received
important agreements to various industries in
the Women's Missionary Society, assistance from use of part
the Lewiston, subject to prior rights
message brought by Mrs. Myrtle capacity of one df the two of
Starr of the Penobscot Indian Naval units which have beenU. opS. of other parties to the use of a
Baptist Mission of Old Town. She erating at Portland since last Fall small part of the water .
Tlie properties of Union Water
and her hu.4band went to Indian primarily in connection with the
Bland in 1B39 to begin a pioneer power shortage outside the Com- Power Company also include the
missionary work, and in the time pay’s area in Northern Maine The Rangeley Lakes dams which control
that they have been there have Company also received valuable about 20 billion cubic feet of stor
age and an Interest ln the Andros
seen a church built, with a home help
from some of Its industrial
adjoining, and the work they customers in the voluntary re coggin Reservoir Company which
controls about 9 1-2 billion cubic
started grow to be a full-fledged scheduling of their operations.
feet more of storage—all of which
Christian service to the commun
These extraordinary water con Ls a most important factor in the
ity
ditions, while thev last have an
The public Ls cordially Invited to , unfavorable effect on operating ex regulation of the Androscoggin
River.
The operation and main
all of the meetings.
pense and net income
tenance of these storage facilities
Not all of the increases in oper- are covered by long term agreement
expenses are due to low with other water users on tlie An
See The Other Side t ating
water conditions Thev have in droscoggin The Company has four
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
creased substantially because of
There have been several letters higher prices for fuel and supplies generating plants on this river
criticising the dust from the Ce increased operating payrolls, high which have a combined total head
ment Plant. None of us like it, but er municipal tax rates and other of 103 feet and a total rated ca
look on the other side of the pic similar items. Risine cost are also pacity ot 30.813 kilowatts.
Two diesel units of 1030 kilowatt
ture.
reflected in construction work, re
Some people forget that the quiring greater plant investment capacity each were ordered late last
Fall
and have been installed at
plant employes over 200 people the for
the
projects undertaken
These units were placed
year around.
with conseouent heavier carrying Rockland.
While most employment is sea charges. Although revenues con in operation early in March.
Work on the 16.890 kilowatt hy
sonal in Rockland we should be tinue to increase and are now at
looking around for more industries the highest level in the Company’s dro redevelopment at Union Falls
instead of trying to drive out what ;hlstorv. they are still insufficient has continued throughout the Win
employment we do have. Surely we ' to fully offset these increased costs ter. This plant is scheduled to go
have enough of the boys around the : and to provide the earnings neces into operation late this Fall and
provide around 75,009.000 kilo
street corners now.
sary to properly support the Com will
Artemus Allen.
pany's program for constructing the watt-flours of additional hydro
generation annually.
A substantial construction pro
gram is being carried on to provide
additional facilities necessary for
i the Company’s increasing volume cf
business. It is expected that the
financing in connection with this
j program will be in the form of ad
ditional bonds and common stock.
No final plans have been completed
as yet. and in the meantime cash
requirements are being provided by
temporary Lorrowings. The amount
of such debt at the end of March
; Was *5.900009.
! Dividends on both the common
and preferred stocks hrfve been
declared, payable March 31 and
April l respectively to stockholders
of record March 10. 1948: on the
common at 30 cents per share; on
the 6 preferred at $1.59 per share,
and on the 3.50 % preferred at
$0875 per share.

Low Water Period
Missionary Meeting
Well Known Speakers Will Has Broken All Records Ac
Be Heard At Littlefield
cording To Pres. Wyman
Memorial Church
Of the Central Maine

Won Big Prizes
Kenny Wadsworth, 5, Award
ed $100 In Camden Ama
teur Contest
The pupils of Madelyn Oliver’s
School of Dancing walked away
with all four prizes offered in the
amateur ccntest in Camden The
atre, and sponsored by 15 leading
merchants of Camden.
The first prize of f 100 was award
ed to little 5-year-old Kenny Wads
worth who completely won the ap
proval of the audience with his ren
dition of a clog dance.
Second prize of $25 went to
6-year-old Jacqueline Chapin whose
song and dance “I'm Gonna Dance
With the Guy Wot Brung Me"
scored a big hit.
The third prize of J$15 was award
ed to 11-year-old Ginette Perrin;

the fourth prize of $10 went to 12year-old Arlene Magee.
Both Kenny Wadsworth and
Jacqueline Chapin are second-year
students, while Arlene Magee and
Ginette Perrin have studied with
Miss Oliver since the opening of
her Dancing School three years ago.
This is the second amateur con
test held at Camden Theatre in
which students from Miss Oliver's
School have been awarded prizes.
A program will be presented at
the P.T.A. Ball to be held at the
Ro~kland Community Building,
April 26. tn which these pupils will
appear along with many other tal
ented youngsters

In common with a great ma
jority of daily and weekly news
papers, The Courier-Gazette op
erates on a pay in advance basis.
Please re-subscribe at once when
your notice arrives and avoid miss
ing copies.
19-tX.

HAVE YOU SEEN KILROY’S?
T SHIRTS, NAVY.. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 for $2.00
MAE WEST LIFE PRESERVERS

2.45

FIVE GAL. GAS CANS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.65

NOZZLE .................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50

NAVY BED SPREADS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.95
NAVY WATERPROOF LANTERNS 3.95
PLASTIC RAINCOATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.95

NAVY 2-PIECE RAIN SUITS .... 4.95

AUTO TOP BOAT CARRIER .... 6.95
HIP BOOTS............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8.95

NAVY FIRE EXTINGUISHERS .. 8.95

Superb Quality — And
More Tea per Bag

SALADA

ARNY-NAVY STORE
305 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME., TEL. 1360-M
(Opposite Newbert’s Restaurant)

TEA-BASS

TIP as to whatis TOPS
’’Listen!” says another. ’’Here’s the first
car where I’ve really been comfortable!
We pack the whole crowd in —kids and
all—and those big three-person seats give
’em all the wiggle-room they want —and
still let me handle the wheel in comfort!”

OLLS seem to be the thing these days
— so why not make your own?

P

Just bend a private ear to what’s being said
all around you —and you’ll get a dozen lips
a day as to what’s tops in cars this season.
"My dear,” one gal tells another, "it’s
even smarter inside! Everybody says it’s
the best-looking ear on the road, hut just
wait till you sit in it!

top accelerating — and
"Never did
wanted it!”

"There’s just no substitute for enough
roadweight —especially with that Buick
power plant to give you the get-up-and-go
you want.”

anything

but feed gas as I

Power fans praising Fireball power. Com
fort lovers going for Quadruflex coil
springing and Safety-Hide rims. Folks who
like quiet, singing paeans to SoundSorher top lining.

"Nothing like it,” he says. ''Nothing like
it ever before. Don’t ask me how it works,
I’m no engineer —but it’s the silkiest,
smoothest, slickest thing I ever laid hands
on —and I’ve driven ’em all!

"I’m telling you, Jim,” you’ll hear a man
say. "Get a ear that’s big enough!

touched the

And so it goes.

Then you may overhear a very, very
bubbly individual who’s driving a Dynallow* Buick.

"And it's so easy to drive! I never thought
a big car ...”

never

control lever!

And everybody, yes everybody, agreeing
there’s only one true fashion plate —und
you can spot it at a glance.

So why hold back? You’ll never get to the
top of a dealer’s list that way! See that
Buick dealer today—with or without a
car to trade —and get your firm order in.

"Why, I went up Ft. George hill the other
day—slowed to a dead-stop halfway up
held ’er there —picked up —went over the

* Optional at extra cost on Hoadmaster models only.

^e TVc^ef
Only 1% of your own valuation for cold fur
storage with Scott Furriers! This otter good

only if you bring your winter garments into
the store. Only 1% instead of the usual 3%.

Save %

While sidewall tires, os illustrated,
available at extra cost.

When you store your furs with Scott Fur
riers, you get the finest protection that
rlber better

money can buy! As New England's Largest
Furriers, WE KNOW HOW!

on SATURDAY, APRIL 17
BRING IN YOUR FURS AND
WINTER GARMENTS TO

BUICK alone has allthese features
* OrNANOW

A Scott Furrier’s representative will be li-J»

DKIVt

(Optional, Roadmaater Serie.)

Saturday, April 17

automobiles orc built

A PltX-PIT OIL DINGS

* TAPED-THDU STYLING

BUICK

* VtBDA-SHIELDED DIDI

* SAFETY-DIDS DIMS

(Super aod Koadma.ter,

* HI-POISED FIREBAU POWER

A ROAD-RITE BALANCE

♦ RIGID TODGUE-TUBE

will build them
Tune Jn
HENRY J. TAYLOR,
Mutual Network,
Mondays and Fridays

A SOUND-SOBBED TOD UNING
(Super and Roadmaater)

* QUADRUHEX COIL STRINGING

A DUOMATK SPADK ADVANCE

A TEN SMART MODELS

* ROOT BY EISHED

HELP AMERICA PRODUCE FOR PEACE—TURN IN YQUR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL

SAVITT’S, INC.

C. W. HOPKINS
7J2 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. HOPKINS
BAY VIEW STREET,

CAMDEN, ME.
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